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Abstract 

The Time-Dependent Orienteering Problem with Time Windows (TDOPTW)  

is a combinatorial optimization problem defined on graphs. Its real life 

applications are particularly associated with tourist trip planning in trans-

port networks, where travel time between two points depends on the moment 

of travel start. In the paper an effective TDOPTW solution (evolutionary 

algorithm with local search operators) was presented and applied to gen-

erate attractive tours in real public transport networks of Białystok and Athens. 

The method achieved very high-quality solutions in a short execution time.   

 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

The Time-Dependent Orienteering Problem with Time Windows (TDOPTW) 

belongs to the Orienteering Problem (OP) family. The classic OP is defined on  

a weighted graph with nonnegative profits associated to vertices and nonnegative 

costs associated to edges. The goal of the OP is to find a path between given two 

vertices that maximizes total profit of visited vertices and its total cost does not 

exceed a given limit. The OP solution does not have to contain all vertices (usually 

it is impossible because of cost limit) and each vertex can be visited only once. 

The Time-Dependent Orienteering Problem with Time Windows (TDOPTW) 

is a generalization of the OP defined for time-dependent graphs. Edge costs are 

identified with travel times, which depend on the moment of travel start (edge 
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weights are time-dependent functions). In addition each vertex has a visit time  

and a time-window. Arriving too early means waiting for the time-window to open 

while arriving too late makes it impossible to visit a given vertex.  

Transport networks are examples of time-dependent graphs are. Travel time 

between two points depends on traffic intensity (i.e. longer during rush hours)  

and timetables (in case of public transport networks). Problems from the TDOPTW 

family have many practical applications including tourist trip planning (Garcia, 

Vansteenwegen, Arbelaitz, Souffriau & Linaza, 2013) and transport logistics.  

In tourist trip planning each tourist attraction (point of interest – POI) has some 

profit (i.e. dependent on its popularity), visit time and opening hours (time-

window). Finding an attractive tour of a limited duration in a time-dependent 

transport network is equivalent to solving the TDOPTW.  

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 a mathematical formulation  

of the TDOPTW is given. In section 3 a literature review is presented. Section 4 

describes public transport network as a time-dependent graph. Section 5 describes 

methods applied. In section 6 experimental results are given. Section 7 is the con-

clusion of the paper.  

 

 

2.  PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 

Let G = (V, E) be a directed, weighted graph. Each vertex i has a nonnegative 

profit pi, a nonnegative visit time τi and a time-window <oi, ci>. Travel time 

between vertices i and j (i, j ∈  V )  is a nonnegative function wij(t) dependent  

on the moment of travel start t. The goal of the TDOPTW is to find a path from 

vertex s to vertex e starting at time t0 which maximizes total profit of visited 

vertices without exceeding total travel time (Tmax) and without violating time-

windows of visited vertices. TDOPTW can be formulated as a Mixed Integer 

Programming (MIP) problem. Let’s introduce three additional variables. Variable 

xij is 1 if a path contains a direct travel from vertex i to vertex j and 0 otherwise. 

Let tai and tdi be a time of arrival at vertex i and a time of departure from it – these 

functions are defined only for vertices included in the path. It’s assumed that 

vertices s and e have no profit, zero visit time and no time-window. The purpose 

of the TDOPTW is to maximize formula 1 without violating constraints 2–8: 
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Equation 2 guarantees that the solution starts at vertex s and ends at vertex e 

while formula 3 means that each vertex can be visited only once. Formula 4 forces 

travel to start at time t0 while formulas 5 and 6 defines a relation between arrival 

and departure times at subsequent vertices (based on travel times, visit times  

and time-windows). Assuming that travel times between different vertices are 

positive, formulas 4–6 guarantee that there are no sub-cycles in the path. 

Constraints 7 and 8 are associated with maximum travel time and time-windows. 

 

 

3.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Problems from the Orienteering Problem family are NP-hard (Golden, Levy, 

Vohra, 1987) and exact algorithms can be very time-consuming for larger graphs. 

For this reason most papers are devoted to metaheuristics. Various approaches  

for the OP were based i.a. on greedy and randomized construction of solutions 

(Campos, Marti, Sanchez-Oro & Duarte, 2014), local search methods (Chao, Golden 

& Wasil, 1996; Vensteenwegen, Souffriau, Vanden Berghe & Oudheusden, 

2009), tabu search (Gendreau, Laporte & Semet, 1998), ant-colony optimization 

(Schilde, Doerner, Hartl & Kiechle, 2009) and genetic algorithms (Tasgetiren, 2001).  

Most papers about Time-Dependent versions of the Orienteering Problem  

were published in recent years and emphasize practical aspects of the problem, 

especially tourist trip planning in transport networks. Garcia et al. (2013) 

presented the first paper describing its application in POI and public transport 

network of San Sebastian. To solve the problem the authors proposed Iterated 

Local Search method (ILS). However, they performed computations on average 

daily travel times and assumed periodicity of public transport timetables. 

 
,
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Gavalas et al. (2015) proposed an approach which uses real time-dependent 

travel times in a transport network of Athens. The authors introduced two fast 

heuristics (TD_CSCR and TDSlCSCR), which based on ILS and vertex clustering, 

and made comparisons of a few methods.  

Verbeeck at al. (2014) developed new benchmark instances for the TDOP, 

which model street traffic. The authors proposed an ant-colony approach, which 

achieved high quality results in a short execution time. Gunawan et al. (2014) 

modified Verbeeck's benchmarks (discretization of time) and compared a few 

approaches (adaptive ILS proved to be the most effective of them). 

The author's previous papers were devoted to metaheuristics for problems from 

the OP family. Methods developed by the author (composition of evolutionary 

algorithms and local search heuristics) proved successful on the OP (Ostrowski, 

Karbowska-Chilinska, Koszelew & Zabielski, 2017; Ostrowski, 2015) as well as 

TDOP benchmark instances (Ostrowski, 2017). The algorithms achieved results 

close to optimal and outperformed other methods: GRASP (Campos et al, 2014), 

GLS (Vensteenwegen et al., 2009), ACS (Verbeeck at al 2014) and Adaptive ILS 

(Gunawan et al, 2014). The purpose of this work was to adapt the TDOP algorithm 

to the TDOPTW,  apply it for tourist trip planning in real public transport and POI 

network and verify quality of its solutions.  

 

 

4.  PUBLIC TRANSPORT AND POI NETWORK  

AS A TIME-DEPENDENT GRAPH 

 

It’s assumed that a tourist uses means of public transport (buses in the city  

of Białystok) when travelling between attractions (POIs). Travel time between 

POIs depends on bus timetables. For this reason a network of POIs connected  

by public transportation is a time-dependent graph. Here are assumptions made 

by the author: 

1.  A travel between two POIs can consist of two kinds of edges: walk links 

and bus connections.  

2. Walk links have a limited length (Dmax) and walk times are determined  

by assuming that walking speed is 3 km/h. A tourist can walk directly 

between POIs, between POIs and bus stops and between bus stops (during 

bus transfers).  

3.   During a travel between a pair of POIs a tourist can use up to k bus transfers 

(k+1 bus connections).  

4.  To compensate for deviations of bus arrival times from timetables a min-

imum waiting time at a bus stop (3 minutes) was introduced.   

5. Each graph weight wij(t) is the duration of the shortest travel from POI i  

to POI j starting at time t. To compute weights it’s necessary to execute  

shortest path algorithm in multimodal time-dependent graph.  
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6.  Time is discrete (resolution of 1 minute), which is consistent with time-

tables. For this reason there are 1440n2 graph weights (n is number of POIs 

and there are 1440 minutes in a day).  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. An exemplary travel between two POIs 
 

In fig. 1. there is an exemplary travel between two POIs consisting of 3 bus 

connections (2 transfers) and 3 walk links. A tourist leaves POI 1, walks to bus 

stop B1 and gets on a bus (line A). He gets off at bus stop B2 and waits there for 

another bus (line B). Afterwards he goes by bus B to bus stop B4. From there he 

walks to a nearby bus stop B5, where he gets onto another bus (line C) and travels 

to bus stop B7. From there he walks to his destination (POI 2). Computation  

of such shortest paths is necessary to get time-dependent weights, which will be 

used by the metaheuristic solving the Time-Dependent Orienteering Problem.  

 

 

5.  METHOD DESCRIPTION 

 

To realize tourist trip planning in a public transport network of Białystok two 

tasks should be done: 

1.  Computation of time-dependent weights based on bus timetables and POIs 

location.  

2. Execution of the TDOP algorithm, which operates on time-dependent 

weights and generates attractive tours. 
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5.1. Precomputation of weights 

 

During its execution the TDOP metaheuristic refers to graph weights millions 

of times. Computing shortest path in a time-dependent network so many times can 

cause an additional time overhead. For this reason the author decided to precompute 

and save all 1440n2 weights. Precomputed weights are stored in a 3-dimensional 

array. Thanks to the precomputation step the TDOP algorithm has access to all 

weights in constant time.  

 

Shortest travels from a given POI at a given start time to all other POIs 

 

In order to compute all weights efficiently the author decided to use modified 

Ford-Bellman algorithm and optimize some precomputation steps. The basic 

Ford-Bellman procedure computes shortest travels starting at time t0 from a given 

start POI s to all other POIs and bus stops. The algorithm has k+1 main iterations 

(k – number of bus transfers). It enables to efficiently compute shortest paths 

consisted of a limited number of bus connections. During the first iteration bus 

connections starting at bus stops not farther than max. walk distance (Dmax) from 

s are considered. Only earliest possible buses of given lines are considered. 

Afterwards all possible bus stops, where a tourist can get off the bus (exit bus 

stops), are analysed. From there destination POIs (within walking distance from 

exit bus stops) are checked. In this way all shortest travel times (consisting of one 

transport connection) are computed. Analogically the second iteration computes 

all shortest travels consisted of at most two transport connections (one bus transfer): 

when analysing an exit bus stop the algorithm searches for other bus connections 

leaving from the current bus stop and from other neighbouring bus stops (transfer 

step). The same steps are performed for subsequent iterations. For optimization 

purposes the algorithm only analyses those bus stops, for which travel time 

improved in the previous iteration.  

  

Shortest travels from a given POI for all start times 

 

The purpose of precomputation is to compute shortest travels for all 1440 start 

times (minutes) in a day. Instead of executing the same shortest path algorithm 

(described above) 1440 times an optimization can be done. It arises from a simple 

observation (known as FIFO property): t + wij(t) ≤ (t+1) + wij(t+1). The formula 

means that earlier travel start implies not later travel finish – in the most 

pessimistic case travel starting at time t will use the same bus connections as travel 

starting at time t+1 (the only difference is one more minute of waiting at the first 

bus stop). Thanks to this property shortest travels for consecutive start times can 

be computed much faster. When computing shortest travels starting at time t  

the algorithm uses shortest travel times previously computed for start time t+1. 

The algorithm considers only those bus connections, which were impossible  
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to catch one minute later. This significantly reduces precomputation time, 

especially when frequency of bus connections is less than a minute (which is common 

in public transport networks – see fig. 2). In the below figure there is an example of 

time-dependent arrival times: the function is nondecreasing (and constant  

in intervals). Inside these intervals an equality t + wij(t)  = (t+1) + wij(t+1) holds, which 

usually means that the same set of connections is used and computation time can 

be reduced. What is more, the FIFO property in time-dependent networks implies 

existence of polynomial time shortest-paths algorithms (Dean, 2004), which made 

it possible to develop fast precomputation procedure. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Arrival time at POI j as a function of departure time from POI i 

 

Shortest travels between all POIs for all start times 
 

To compute all possible weights for all 1440 start times the above procedures 

are executed for all starting POIs. Thanks to the described optimization 

precomputation time was significantly reduced.  
 

5.2. TDOPTW metaheuristic for tourist trip planning 
 

To solve the trip planning problem the author used an evolutionary algorithm, 

which is based on the method solving the TDOP (Ostrowski, 2017). The author 

adapted the method to the presence of time-windows. It uses both random and 

local search operators, 2-point heuristic crossover, disturb operator and deter-

ministic crowding as selection mechanism. What is more, infeasible solutions  

(too long paths) are present in the population (penalized by the fitness function). 

A path representation is used –  subsequent genes in a chromosome correspond  

to successive vertices in a path. After a random initialization the algorithm 

continues computations until a given generations limit (Ng) is achieved or there 

was no solution improvement in the last Cg generations.  
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Evaluation 

 

Fitness of a feasible solution s is equal to its profit. Otherwise it is described 

by the formula: fitness(s) = p(s)  [Tmax/t(s)]k, where p(s) and t(s) are profit and 

travel time of solution s. Parameter k (penalty severity) is initially equal to 1 but 

it is adaptive and increases if more than α percent of paths in the population are 

infeasible.  

 

Crossover 

 

Parent selection is random. Crossover probability determines the fraction of 

population chosen for reproduction (selected individuals arranged in random 

pairs). The algorithm uses specialized 2-point heuristic crossover. Crossover 

procedure exchanges one pair of path fragments between consecutive common 

points of both parents. In fig. 3. an example of crossover is illustrated. There are 

three possible crossings (varying in exchanged fragments). Heuristic crossover 

chooses the option which maximizes fitness of the better child.  

 

Selection  

 

After crossover children compete with their own parents for places in the pop-

ulation – survivor selection in the form of deterministic crowding (Mahfoud, 

1992). Distance metric used bases on the length of longest common subsequence 

of two solutions. This form of selection preserve population diversity for longer, 

which allows a more effective search of the solution space (Ostrowski, 2015). 

 

Mutation 

 

Mutation probability determines the fraction of individuals which are selected 

(randomly) for mutation. Initially, selected paths undergo 2-opt procedure, which 

tries to reverse a path fragment in order to reduce total travel time as much as 

possible. Afterwards a vertex insertion or vertex deletion is carried out (each with 

a probability of 0.5). Both insert and delete operators have two versions: local 

search and random. Local search insert from all options of inserting a new vertex 

chooses the one that maximizes profit to travel time increase ratio. Analogically 

delete searches for a vertex which minimizes profit to travel time reduction ratio. 

Random versions choose vertices arbitrary but insertion place is chosen in order 

to minimize travel time increase. Probability of local search during mutation  

is determined by a parameter (heuristic coefficient). 
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Fig. 3. An example of crossover 
 

Disturb 

 

Disturb procedure is another form of mutation, which applies bigger changes 

in individuals but is executed rarely. A small fraction of population (determined 

by disturb probability) is randomly chosen and a path fragment (no longer than  

10 percent of vertices) is removed from each of them. Path fragment is chosen 

randomly or in a heuristic way (to minimize profit to travel time reduction ratio).  

 

Time-Windows 

 

All operators used in the algorithm were modified in order to take into account  

time-windows. Given a POI with a time-window <o, c> and arrival time t, arriving 

too early (t<o) means that additional waiting time (o-t) was added to the tour 

duration. Arriving too late (t>c) made it impossible to visit a vertex and such cases 

weren’t allowed by the algorithm operators. 

 

 

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

Experiments were conducted on a computer with Intel Core i7 3.5 GHz 

processor and the algorithms were implemented in C++. First part of experiments 

was devoted to precomputation of travel times between POIs in public transport 

network of Białystok and in the second part the TDOPTW metaheuristic was 

applied for tourist trip planning in this network (using precomputed weights).  
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6.1. Precomputation and network properties 
 

Public transport and POI network of Białystok consists of 74 POIs (museums, 

palaces, churches etc), 37 bus lines and 693 bus stops. Thanks to optimizations 

(described in the previous section) precomputation time was only a few seconds. 

Shortest travel times between all pairs of POIs for all start times (1440 minutes  

in a day) were stored in a 3-dimensional array (occupying 18 MB of RAM).  

To find out about interesting features of the network, precomputation was 

executed many times for different values of parameters: maximal walk distance 

(Dmax) and maximal number of bus transfers (k). Tests were conducted for two 

Dmax values (0.3 and 0.6 km) and four k values (0, 1, 2, 3).  

In fig. 4. a dependency between percentage of connected POIs and pre-

computation parameters is illustrated. It can be seen that large majority of POI 

pairs are connected when travel consists of at most one bus transfer (two transport 

connections) and there is no connectivity improvement for more than 2 bus 

transfers. Connection percentage improves for larger value of Dmax. Longer walk 

links enable to reach larger number of bus stops, which naturally implies more 

connection options. One can see that for shorter walk links connectivity is always 

less than 100 percent (regardless of number of bus transfers). This is due to the fact 

that a few POIs were farther than 0.3 km from nearest bus stop. In fig. 5. it can be 

seen that most of shortest travels between POIs are very simple (no bus transfer 

or one transfer) and almost no paths consist of more than 2 transfers. 

This is due to the fact that Białystok is a relatively compact city. Larger Dmax 

value influences paths simplicity for the same reason as it influenced connections 

percentage.  

 

 

Fig. 4. Percentage of connected POI pairs depending on Dmax and k 
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Fig. 5. Percentage of different types of shortest paths depending on Dmax 

 

 

Fig. 6. Histogram of travel times between POIs for different Dmax values  

(computed for daily hours 6:00–18:00). 

 

In fig. 6. it can be seen that travel times of 20–40 minutes are most common 

(46–49 percent) and the majority of travels last less than an hour. In addition, there 

are more short travels and less long travels when increasing Dmax. It is associated 

with the fact that for larger Dmax value travel times are generally shorter (more bus 

connections are considered when searching for paths) – average daily travel time 

is 45 and 41 minutes (for Dmax 0.3 and 0.6 accordingly).  
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6.2. Trip planning in Białystok 
 

The tested network included 74 POIs and 2 start/end points. For each attraction 

a profit, a visit time and a time-window (opening hours) were assigned (link to 

network: http://p.wi.pb.edu.pl/krzysztof-ostrowski/node/1252). Trips were 3, 6 and 9 

hours long (Tmax) and started at 6:00, 9:00, 12:00 and 15:00 (t0). Time unit used in 

test files as well as during computations was a minute i.e. 9:00 is 540 and 4 hours 

are 240 minutes. There were two variants of trips: starting and ending in the city 

centre (s = e = 1) and in the western part of the city (s = e = 2). The author tested 

two methods: the TDOPTW metaheuristic (evolutionary algorithm with local search 

heuristics) as well as an exact algorithm (composition of branch-and-bound and 

dynamic programming developed by the author). Thanks to the exact algorithm 

optimal solutions are known (up to a few hours of computation time for longest trips) 

and it’s possible to access the quality of paths generated by the metaheuristic.   

Algorithm parameter values were derived from EVO100 in the author’s previous 

TDOP article (Ostrowski, 2017) with a small change: mh = 0.8 and ch = 1 instead  

of mh = 1 and ch = 0.8 (minor error in the article).  For each test case the evolutionary 

algorithm was executed 30 times and average result was calculated. Gaps are given  

in percent and illustrate relative quality loss to optimal solutions. Execution times are 

given in seconds. The author’s metaheuristic is marked as EVO while OPT indicate 

profits of optimal tours (expressed as the sum of attractiveness of visited POIs). 

In tab. 1. results of trip planning are given (trips start and end in the city centre). 

One can see that EVO achieves optimal results in most cases and average gap  

is only 0.02 and 0.19 percent (for Dmax = 0.3 and 0.6 km). High-quality results are 

achieved in short execution times (0.3–1.4 s). It can be seen that optimal trips are 

a few percent better for larger value of Dmax. This is due to shorter travel times 

when using longer walk links (as described in the previous subsection), which 

enables to visit more POIs within a given time frame.   
 

Tab.1. Trip planning results for s = e = 1  

Dmax = 0.3 km Dmax = 0.6 km 

  EVO    EVO  

Tmax t0 Gap Time OPT Tmax t0 Gap Time OPT 

3h 6:00 0.0 0.3 327 3 h 6:00 0.0 0.5 342 

9:00 0.0 0.4 475 9:00 0.0 0.5 475 

12:00 0.0 0.4 475 12:00 0.0 0.5 512 

15:00 0.0 0.5 485 15:00 1.6 0.5 506 

6 h 6:00 0.0 0.9 741 6 h 6:00 0.1 0.8 769 

9:00 0.0 0.8 813 9:00 0.0 0.8 878 

12:00 0.1 0.9 850 12:00 0.0 0.7 900 

9 h 6:00 0.1 1.4 1089 9 h 6:00 0.0 1.2 1144 

9:00 0.0 1.1 1178 9:00 0.0 1.2 1218 

Average 0.02 0.75 – Average 0.19 0.75 – 
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In tab. 2. analogical results are presented for trips starting and ending in the 

western part of the city (s = e = 2). Optimal solutions were obtained by EVO for 

all but 2 test cases in short execution times. Trips quality is lower than it the 

previous table because most attractions are located in the city centre and additional 

time is needed to get there.  

In fig. 7. a trip generated by the algorithm is presented. It is short and all visited 

POIs are in the city centre so only one bus connection is needed. It worth noting 

that the algorithm usually chooses consecutive POIs which are close to each other 

in order to use the time budget effectively. For this reason travels between POIs 

found in solutions are usually short (only 5–15 minutes, compared to average  

of 40–45 minutes) and simple (a walk link or a single bus connection).  
 

  Tab. 2. Trip planning results for s = e = 2 

Dmax = 0.3 km Dmax = 0.6 km 

  EVO    EVO  

Tmax t0 Gap Time OPT Tmax t0 Gap Time OPT 

3 h 6:00 0.0 0.3 226 3 h 6:00 0.0 0.4 226 

9:00 0.0 0.4 338 9:00 0.0 0.4 350 

12:00 0.0 0.4 338 12:00 0.0 0.4 338 

15:00 0.0 0.4 358 15:00 0.0 0.4 375 

6 h 6:00 0.0 0.7 659 6 h 6:00 0.0 0.6 677 

9:00 0.0 0.7 708 9:00 0.5 0.7 721 

12:00 0.0 0.8 786 12:00 0.0 0.7 805 

9 h 6:00 0.0 1.1 996 9 h 6:00 0.1 1.2 1024 

9:00 0.0 1.1 1125 9:00 0.0 1.0 1162 

Average 0.0 0.65   – Average 0.07 0.65   – 

 

 

Fig. 7. A tour generated by the algorithm (Google Maps): walk links in red, bus connections 

in blue; icons: camera (POI), bus (bus stop), house (start/end), Tmax = 3h, t0 = 9:00. 
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6.3. Trip planning in the city of Athens 
 

Additional tests were performed on public transport and POI network in Athens 

(tests created by Gavalas et al, 2015). The authors proposed 2000 different test 

cases (varying in topology and tourist preferences) and the presented results are 

average of all 2000 algorithm runs. The evolutionary algorithm was compared 

with the following heuristics: 

1.  Time-dependent heuristics: TD_CSCR, TD_SlCSCR (Gavalas et al, 2015) 

and their version working on average travel times (AvgCSCR). 

2. ILS algorithm working on average travel times (AvgILS, Garcia et al, 2013) 

and its time-dependent version (TD_ILS). 

3.  Exact algorithm implemented by the author (OPT).  
 

Compared methods were very fast (execution times of less than 0.1 s) and in order 

to achieve similar execution times the author tested another version of the evolu-

tionary algorithm with reduced population size (EVO30). Population size and gen-

eration parameters were scaled (Psize = 30, Ng = 1500, Cg = 150).   

In tab. 3. experimental results are presented. It can be seen that the proposed 

evolutionary algorithm (in both versions) achieves results very close to optimal. 

They are 0.6–2.0 percent better than the best of other metaheuristics (TD_SlCSCR 

and TD_CSCR). Gaps to other methods are much bigger (3.5–13.5 percent).  

It confirms effectiveness of the proposed method.  
 

 Tab. 3. Trip planning results for the city of Athens (Tmax = 5h, t0 = 10:00) 

Method Score Gap Method Score Gap 

EVO100 344.57 0.02 Avg_CSCR 332.01 3.7 

EVO30 344.34 0.1 TD_ILS 326.28 5.3 

TD_SlCSCR 342.06 0.7 Avg_ILS 298.53 13.4 

TD_CSCR 337.78 2.0 OPT 344.6  – 
 
 

7. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper a metaheuristic solving the Time-Dependent Orienteering 

Problem with Time Windows (TDOPTW) was presented and applied to tourist trip 

planning in public transport networks. The algorithm was tested on public transport 

and POI networks of Białystok and Athens and in all cases obtained optimal  

or close to optimal solutions (tours) in short execution times. The composition  

of evolutionary algorithm and local search heuristics confirmed to be effective for 

the problems from the Orienteering Problem family (high-quality results were 

previously obtained by the author for the OP and TDOP benchmarks). Further re-

search will concentrate on adaptation of the proposed method to the Time-Dependent 

Team Orienteering Problem with Time Windows (TDTOPTW). In this version  

of the problem m paths are generated (instead of one) and effective TDTOPTW 

solutions can be applied to planning multi-day tours.  
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GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATIONS  

OF MULTITHREADED APPLICATIONS 
 

 

Abstract 

This article contains a brief description of existing graphical methods for 

presenting multithreaded applications, i.e. Control Flow Graph and Petri 

nets. These methods will be discussed, and then a way to represent multi-

threaded applications using the concurrent process system model will be 

presented. All these methods will be used to present the idea of a multi-

threaded application that includes the race condition phenomenon. In the 

summary, all three methods will be compared and subjected to the evaluation, 

which will depend on whether the given representation will allow to find 

the mentioned phenomenon. 

 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION  

 

Applications written for modern computers are characterized by diversity  

and are used in almost every area of life. Many of these applications are single-

threaded programs that perform tasks one by one. Along with the development 

of computer hardware and the introduction of processors enabling concurrent 

performance of tasks, multithreaded applications began to appear. Some pro-

gramming languages, as in C and C++, were not created for multithreading.  

To complement these gaps for C language, a pthreads library was created in line 

with the constantly evolving standard (ISO/IEC, 2003). The C++ language has 

received support for multithreading in the form of an extension of the standard 

library, with the introduction of the C++ 11 standard (Hinnant, Dawes, Crowl, 

Garland & Williams, 2007). 
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As there is a multitude of software created in these languages on the market 

and a lot of such software is still created, the mentioned languages have been 

selected to present examples of multithreaded programs. 

Compared to previously used single-threaded programming, multithreaded 

programming has a number of advantages and a number of disadvantages (Torp, 

2001). The most important of them are presented below: 

Advantages 

 Responsiveness – in the case of long tasks in programs with a graphical 

user interface, single-threaded programs undergo the so-called freezing. 

This problem does not occur in multi-threaded applications, as such tasks 

can be delegated to separate threads. 

 Resource sharing – threads that run as part of a single process share 

computer resources. Everything happens within one address space. In the 

case of single threaded programs, tasks had to be delegated to separate 

processes and communication was done by copying values from one 

address space to another. 

 Savings – multithreaded programs consume less memory than solutions 

that use several single-threaded applications. 

 Scalability – multithreaded applications make much better use of the 

hardware capabilities of multithreading processors than a set of single-

threaded applications that perform the same task together. At the same 

time, machines for multithreaded application states are much less 

complicated than machines of an analogous state of solution composed of 

single-threaded applications. 

Disadvantages 

 Complex application code – each application start-up may look different and 

depends on the current state of other system components. The programmer 

never knows how much time the scheduler has allocated to a given thread and 

does not know the order of their work. This state of affairs also affects: 

 Debugging of such applications is very difficult because the debugging 

process itself can affect the behavior of the application. 

 Testing the application is very difficult, because it is extremely hard to 

predict all possible states in which applications will be found. 

 Deadlock – this phenomenon is also called jamming or blocking. A situation 

in which a process or thread in case of multithreaded applications orders 

access to resources and goes into a waiting state. It is possible that  

the pending process or thread will never change its state, because the 

resources it procures are held by other waiting processes (Silberschatz, 

Galvin & Gagne, 2005). 

Deadlock and race condition were known before, as they occur not only  

in multithreaded applications but also in solutions in which single-threaded 

applications use shared resources. 
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Other known phenomena occurring in multithreaded applications are described 

in chapter 4 on atomicity violation and order violation (Lu, Park, Seo & Zhou, 

2016), and the last one is not analyzed in this work. This work focuses on 

graphical representation of multithreaded applications, which will allow, above 

all, to reveal places where race condition is present. Control Flow Graph discussed 

in chapter 1 is the most well-known graphical representation that allowed to develop 

methods and build tools for error detection of multithreaded applications. Petri nets 

discussed in chapter 2 are another popular graphic representation. The graphic 

representations used today have a number of limitations, which affect the developed 

methods and tools that use them. These tools include: 

 Helgrind – a tool from the Valgrind's Tool Suite to securely debug 

multithreaded programs that can detect any kind of problems related to 

parallel access to resources. On the creators' site there is information that 

they do not guarantee the correct operation of the application. Despite all the 

advantages, Helgrind does not have the possibility of remote debugging, 

which is necessary to work in a very large number of environments where C 

and C++ languages are used, e.g. in embedded systems. For more about 

Valgrind's Tool Suite go to http://valgrind.org/info/tools.html#others 

 ThreadSanitizer – Google's tool based on Helgrind and also having its 

limitations. Both tools use the algorithm described in the Helgrind 

documentation. ThreadSanitizer is a tool included in the LLVM / Clang 

and GCC compilers package for the x86 platform. This tool, like Helgrind,  

is in beta phase and its authors do not guarantee correct operation. For more 

about ThreadSanitizer go to https://clang.llvm.org/docs/ThreadSanitizer.html 

 RacerX – a tool to detect race condition and deadlock phenomena 

described in the paper (Engler & Ashcraft, 2003) using static code 

analysis. Detection is carried out by creating a Control Flow Graf for 

the analyzed application and enriching it with a list of function calls, 

global variables used, pointers to variables passed as a parameter, and 

optionally a list of all local variables. This tool is currently not publicly 

available to anyone according to https://goo.gl/DgYzt5 

 Relay – a tool created at the University of California, San Diego for static 

code analysis to detect race condition. This tool worked on a similar 

principle to RacerX as described in the work (Voung, Jhala & Lerner, 

2007). This tool was used to analyze the Linux kernel code version 

2.6.15. The analysis was carried out on the number of 4.5 million of 

the code line and showed the presence of 53 places where the race 

condition occurred. This is the only such a detailed report on Linux 

kernel code analysis by static code analysis for this phenomenon. 

Although the tool is publicly available, it has not been developed since 

2010. 
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The first two tools for error detection use dynamic techniques, i.e. they work 

with the compiled application code, while the next two work tools require the 

source code of the application, because they use static techniques by analyzing 

the source code. The use of Concurrent Processing Systems (CPS) for the 

detection of race condition and deadlock phenomena is an example of a static 

approach. The main advantage of the methods that analyze the source code is the 

fact that they are independent of the platform on which the application code  

is written, but they are unable to take into account the phenomena caused by 

aggressive optimization of the compiler (resulting, for example, in changing the 

variable's contents by a numerical constant). The phenomena caused by 

aggressive optimization are detected thanks to dynamic techniques, however 

tools using dynamic techniques are strongly related to the platform, and, for 

example, all aspects of Helgrind can be used only on x86 and AMD64 platforms. 

C and C++ languages have already been expanded to allow for parallel work. 

The Cilk extension (“A Brief History of Cilk”, 2017) for C and C++ was created 

in 1990 at MIT and commercialized as Cilk ++, and then sold to Intel, which 

develops them as CilkPlus. This extension has not gained much popularity and 

will only be used until 2018. Intel proposes migrating from CilkPlus to OpenMP 

framework or Intel Threading Building Block (“Intel Threading Building Blocks 

Documentation”, 2017). 

The mentioned OpenMP framework (Bull, Reid & McDonnell, 2012)  

was created for Fortran and C languages and then expanded for C++ 98 and is 

supported by the largest companies in the IT sector. The program is parallelized 

with OpenMP by using the appropriate preprocessor directives, which increase 

the complexity of the code and do not cooperate with the latest versions of C++. 

Competitive solution for OpenMP, i.e. the Intel TBB library (“Intel 

Threading Building Blocks Documentation”, 2017) for C++ is much better 

adapted to work with the latest versions of this language. Unfortunately, when 

using Intel TBB, a lot of code must be rewritten using its elements. 

Charm++ (“Introduction to Charm++ Concepts”, 2017) is a dedicated C++ 

language framework for creating applications with parallel processing.  

It introduces a new paradigm, i.e. object-oriented asynchronous message passing 

parallel programming paradigm, which decomposes the program into chares that 

communicate using objects called messages. The disadvantages of this solution 

were presented in the presentation “Charm++” (Aiken, 2017). The biggest 

disadvantage concerns easy to omit synchronization of chares work, which is 

required to avoid race condition. Another big disadvantage of Charm++ is 

making the programmer manage message memory. Wrong management can lead 

to very serious memory leaks when resources are allocated and they are not 

released. 

The above solutions for C and C++ languages have one undesirable feature, 

i.e. a high level of code complexity written with their use. In the case of using 

the pthread library or the C++ 11 standard, this code is much more readable. 
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The next part of the work concerns the location of the race condition 

phenomenon found in the program code shown in Listing No. 1 by means of 

graphical representation of multithreaded applications. The program was written 

in C language using the pthreads library. The aim of the program from the listing 

below is to perform a million incrementing operations of the balance variable by 

each of the application threads. The result of the action should be a two million 

value. Unfortunately, incrementing operations on a shared resource are not syn-

chronized, resulting in a race condition in the program. Synchronization should 

be done by using synchronization mechanisms called the mutexes provided with 

the pthreads library. Mutexes are abstract structures that use the mechanism of 

mutual exclusion to synchronize work on selected resources. The word mutex is 

derived from the English words mutual exclusion. 

 

 

Listing. 1. Multithreaded application code containing the race condition phenomenon 
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Although it is possible to write multithreaded programs in C language, the lack 

of native language support causes that these programs often include race 

condition or deadlock phenomena. The following application code containing 

the race condition phenomenon will be transformed into subsequent graphical 

representations in which this phenomenon should be exposed, because graphic 

representations do not have C language limitations and are better adapted to 

presenting high-level ideas. 

The use of graphic methods results from the need for a universal tool that will 

allow for code analysis and detection of the occurrence of the discussed 

phenomena. As already mentioned, the graphic methods are better for presenting 

high-level ideas than the C programming language. In addition, converting  

the source code into a graphical representation is a platform-independent 

solution to which the code is to be compiled. This transformation of the source 

code for graphical representation is part of the static code analysis. 

 

 

2. CONTROL FLOW GRAPH 

 

Control Flow Graph (CFG) is nothing more than a directed graph, which  

is one of the possible graphical representation of a multi-threaded application. 

CFG presented in the work (Allen, 1970) consists of nodes and edges that 

correspond to the next blocks of code and determine the order in which they are 

executed. CFG assumes the existence of 3 types of nodes. The first type of node 

is the entry node, which is characterized by the fact that it does not have an 

ancestor, but it has descendants. The second type of node is the exit node, which, 

similarly to the entry node, does not have descendants, but it has ancestors. The 

third type of nodes are nodes having both ancestors and descendants. These 

nodes can have at least one ancestor and at least one descendant. Ancestors and 

descendants can be both direct and indirect nodes. In other words, CFG is  

a directed G graph being a pair (B, E) where B is a set of nodes b1, b2, b3, …, bn 

while E is a subset of the set of all possible edges {(b1, b2), (b1, b3), …, (bm, bn)} 

occurring between these nodes. 

Figure 1 presents CFG for an application whose code is on Listing 1. The code  

is divided into 4 logical blocks that allow its easy conversion into CFG. Block A 

is a fragment of the code preparing the application for working on threads, while 

block D is a fragment of the code terminating work on threads and ending the 

work of the application. Blocks B and C are a fragment of the application 

executed in parallel, therefore to emphasize this aspect of the application on CFG 

for one thread they have been labeled as B and C and for the other as B' and C'. 

In addition, block C is contained in block B and its work is repeated  

a million times. 
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With the exception of the main function, every logical block, i.e. any other 

function, the body of a loop, the body of control instructions, or any other block 

enclosed in braces will have its reflection in the form of a node. The main 

function in the C and C++ languages is the place of beginning and end of the 

application work, therefore it has been broken into the above-mentioned blocks 

A and D. 

Figure 1 shows the CFG of the application whose code is on Listing 1. The dia-

gram starts with node A in the main function. It precedes the creation of two 

application threads, which are represented as nodes B and B'. 

Nodes C and C' are the nodes corresponding to the body of the for loop,  

so until the loop condition is always true, the block will still be executed,  

as indicated by the presence of edges (C, C) and edges (C', C'). After completing 

the loop operation, the control returns to the main body of the function, i.e. 

to blocks B and B'. The program already has only the D block responsible for the 

end of work and the corresponding node D finishes the graph. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Control Flow Graph of application from Listing 1 
 

The created CFG reflects exactly the order of the blocks of code executed, 

however, the information about operations on shared resources cannot be read 

out of it. These operations occurring in block C of the application do not show 

their graphical representation, therefore the CFG diagram will be identical for 

both a properly functioning application and the one in which the race condition 

phenomenon is located. Hence, CFG is not a good enough notation to detect race 

condition and deadlock phenomena. 

Another disadvantage is the fact that CFG does not allow showing blocks' 

nesting. Without an exact description, one can get the impression that after the 

block C exit and returning to block B, it is possible to return to block C again, 

which is not possible  in the application. 
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Information that a given block is executed in two independent threads allows 

for the presumption that this is the place where the race condition may occur.  

In the case of systems where threads do not share any resources, it would also  

be necessary to check all such places. In a situation where the resource is shared 

by two threads that do not have common blocks, this mechanism is insufficient 

to locate the race condition phenomenon. 

Control Flow Graf is used in tools to detect these phenomena, e.g. in the 

RacerX tool, each of the CFG nodes created by this tool is additionally enriched 

with lists of function calls, global variables used, pointers to variables passed  

as a parameter, and optionally a list of all local variables. Only when there is a set of 

all this information it is possible to detect the phenomenon of race condition. 

 

 

3. PETRI NET 

 

Petri Net (PN) is a formal information flow model designed to describe 

asynchronous systems in which tasks are carried out in parallel. Petri nets consist 

of places and transitions connected by directed edges (Peterson, 1977). The flow 

of information is demonstrated by moving tokens between places by passing 

through the edges. On the edges there are transitions, which are responsible for 

the permission to make the transition, and this happens when there are tokens  

at all the entry points of the transition. The simplest example of PN is shown  

in Figure 2. There are two places on it, p1 and p2 and one transition t1. The token 

located in place p1 will be moved along the edges to the place p2, because the 

transition condition is met, i.e. place p1 is the only entry point of the t1 transition 

and it has a token. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Example of Petri net 

 

Unlike CFG, PN is not built only on logical blocks of code. The construction 

should take into account such things as the initial state of some elements, i.e.  

the place reflecting the loop counter should have as many tokens as the iterations 

will be made by the loop, or information about the order of execution of indi-

vidual tasks in case they can be done in parallel. Net from figure 3 showing  

the application of the mutual exclusion mechanism, which imposes the order  

of tokens shifting from place p1 through the transitions t1 and t2 is the example 

of the above.  
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Fig. 3. Example Petri net with the mechanism of mutual exclusion 
 

The possibility of using mutual exclusion mechanisms (it consists of the 

transitions t1, t2 and places p2, p3 in the above example) allows to control token 

shifts in the net and simulate application multithreading. However, it is not  

a realistic representation. In the case of multithreaded applications whose main 

purpose is the speed of the operation, the programmer does not impose their 

execution order. It is the scheduler to decide which thread is currently working 

while the situation of alternating thread work, as shown in the figure above,  

is unlikely. 

In Figure 4, the Petri net is presented for the application under consideration. 

This net is built from 6 places and 4 transitions. Place p1 corresponds to block A 

of the selected application and means its start. Place p2 is the equivalent of the 

moment of starting both threads of the application. In the case of the Petri net, 

we can simulate the operation of the for loop, so block C in this case will consist 

of places (p3, p5, p8) and transitions (t2, t3) for the first thread, as well as places 

(p3, p4, p8) and transitions (t2, t4) for the second thread. Place p3 is a loop 

count, which should have a million tokens, because so many iterations are executed 

by each loop in the threads. This will enable every branch of the net to perform  

a million times as in every thread a million operations are performed on a shared 

resource. 

 
Fig. 4. Petri net of multithreaded application from Listing No. 1 
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Place p8 is the equivalent of application block D and ends the whole network, 

and the number of tokens corresponds to the value of the balance variable. If there 

were one million tokens in place p3, i.e. the maximum number of iterations of the 

loop in block C, then after the simulation there will be 2 million in the place p8. 

The structure of the net does not allow the occurrence of a situation in which 

the race condition occurs, therefore the result of the net operation will be 

consistent with the expected result of the application but not with its real operation. 

An additional disadvantage of such representation is that many net models 

can be built into one and the same application code. This situation causes that 

when a net model for the application is created, one can never be sure that all 

necessary information can be read from it to locate the information one is 

looking for. 

In the case of using the mutual exclusion mechanisms in the net, it should 

always be determined which transition will have a priority resulting in a pre-

determined order of operation of the transition. This is not the case in applications. 

The programmer is never sure which thread will be given access to the resource 

first, because the work of the threads is set to execute tasks as quickly as pos-

sible and they are executed immediately when the scheduler assigns the processor 

time to the thread. Unlike nets, the mechanisms of mutual exclusion provided 

with the C language do not enforce the order of threads. 
 

 

4. FORMULATING THE PROBLEM 

 

The presented analysis of two widely known graphical representations of multi-

threaded applications allows to conclude that using them to find the location of 

the race condition phenomenon is very complex and in many cases requires the 

use of additional (redundant) control mechanisms. 

A multithreaded application code written in C language using the pthreads 

library is available. 

The limitations result from the syntax of the C language, its grammar and the 

fact that the calculations must be performed in parallel. 

Therefore, the question is as follows: is the application code correct, i.e. are 

there no phenomena like: 

 deadlock, 

 race condition? 

 

The two previously discussed graphical representations did not allow to de-

termine whether the code on Listing 1 is free from these phenomena. In item 4,  

a representation using models of concurrent processes for this purpose will be 

presented. Two representations will be shown, where the phenomenon of race 

condition will be visible on the first one and the second one will present  

a solution to eliminate this phenomenon. 
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5.  SYSTEM OF CONCURRENT PROCESSES (Polish: SWP)  

  FOR MULTITHREADED APPLICATIONS 

 

The process system is a set of processes P={Pi |i=1, …, ln} performing 

operations based on a set of shared resources R={Rk |k=1, …, lm}. Concurrent 

execution of processes means that each successive operation of one process 

begins before the end of another process operation and is associated with limited 

access to shared resources (Banaszak, Majdzik & Wójcik, 2008). A specific case 

refers to the systems in which processes are carried out cyclically (i.e. process 

operations are repeated many times over fixed time periods). In this approach, 

the System of Concurrent Cyclic Processes (Polish: SWPC) is understood  

as a set of concurrent cyclic processes that are related to each other through the 

use of shared resources (Bocewicz, Banaszak & Wójcik, 2006; Bocewicz, 2013). 

When talking about SWPC one should mention the conflicts of resource 

demands, which are a consequence of the occurrence of, among others, such 

phenomena as starvation and blockade. Similar phenomena can be found in multi-

threaded applications. Starvation occurs when one of the threads of the application 

over its entire duration does not release the specified resource and thus prevents 

access to other threads. Deadlock, on the other hand, occurs when two threads 

(or more) attempt to gain access to the resources they occupy, and so-called 

resource request cycle occurs. This situation causes that each thread waits for the 

remaining ones to release their resources, which never happens. 

Another specific phenomenon of multithreaded applications refers to the race 

condition - a situation in which the status of a shared resource (e.g. the value of  

a variable represented by this resource) is changed by one of the threads when 

other threads perform operations with an already obsolete resource value. The con-

sequence of such a phenomenon is the possibility of obtaining various results  

of applications (often difficult to predict) depending on the order of access of 

threads to shared resources. 

Similarly to the CFG and PN models discussed in the previous sections, 

systems of concurrent cyclic processes can also be used to represent multithreaded 

applications. A set of graphic elements is used for its purpose (Figure 5), 

consisting of: 

 shared resources representing an instance of any type that is shared among 

threads, e.g. by means of a pointer or as a global variable, 

 internal resources of threads, which like resources are shared by instances 

of any type, and their period of life lasts as long as the life span of threads, 

 cyclical processes representing the threads of the application, 

 synchronization mechanism (mutex) ensuring mutual exclusion of proc-

esses on resources. In C language, a mutex is an algorithm implemented  

in the form of an object on which blocking and releasing operations can 

be performed. 
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Fig. 5. SWPC elements used for multithreaded application modeling 
 

Both resources and mutexes can be a base for cyclic processes performed  

(the names of these operations are given inside the resource).  

These are, e.g.: 

 Inc – resource increment operation, 

 Lock – operation of placing a lock on a mutex object, 

 Unlock – the operation of releasing the lock from the mutex object. 

 

The proposed SWPC model (using the proposed set of elements), unlike the 

Petri net and CFG, hides many implementation details. It will highlight only those 

features of the application that are important to assess its correctness (in terms  

of the occurrence of phenomena leading to conflicts of resource demands). This 

approach should allow for accurate reproduction of the application from the 

model and at the same time indicate the places where race condition or deadlock 

can occur. 

Fig no. 6 presents SWPC for the application from Listing No. 1. It differs 

significantly from the Petri net and CFG. The system includes a pair of processes 

(A, B) corresponding to both threads of the application under consideration.  

The A and B processes are within one set, as both threads work within one 

application. Both processes perform the operation of increasing the value of  

a shared resource called balance or increase the value of their internal resources 

in a similar way to the threads of the sample application. The remaining 

elements of the application, i.e. displaying information on the standard output, 

initializing variables or terminating the work of threads are hidden, because they 

are unnecessary in the process of detecting the phenomenon of race condition. 
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Fig. 6. SWPC model of a multi-threaded application from Listing No. 1 
 

Although very general. the presented SWPC has the necessary information 

regarding the reconstruction of the application under consideration. The pro-

grammer receives a set of information that allows to recreate its code. It is easy 

to see in the figure that work on a shared resource is not synchronized, i.e. there 

is no mutex that ensures mutual exclusion of processes on a shared resource. 

This means that race condition on this resource may occur.   

 

 

Fig. 7. The SWPC model of Listing 1 application without race condition error 
 

Hiding unnecessary details about threads implemented in the application 

makes the model very clear. Omitting the implementation details does not affect 

the assessment of the correctness of the application. In contrast to PN and CFG, 

the SWPC model enhances the sensitive elements of the application, which 

translates into a better presentation of how the application works and allows  

to locate places where potential errors may occur. 

Eliminating the error resulting from the occurrence of race condition is possible 

as a result of adding synchronization elements. Figure 7 shows the SWPC model 

with mutexes that eliminate race condition. In the presented solution, processes 

before sharing a shared resource block access to it (Lock (myMutex)) and then 

release it (Unlock (myMutex)) after completing operations on this resource. 
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Fig. 8. Sample SWPC model of the exemplary application without synchronization elements 
 

The application from Listing No. 1 is an example for which SWPC is not 

complicated. Figure 8 includes SWPC model for an exemplary application with 

four threads. The application has four shared resources R1, R2, R3 and R4, and 

each thread works with two of them and with its own internal resource. 

Additionally, in the B-thread, the operation on the R3 resource is dependent on 

the new R1 resource value (this relationship is expressed by the R3 = Op (R1) 

equation included in the graphic element). The figure clearly shows that the 

operations carried out on the shared resources are not synchronized, therefore,  

a race condition may occur. In addition to race condition, atomic violation is also 

present in the application. This phenomenon is a consequence of the relationship 

between R1 and R3. The state of the resource R1 affects the state of the resource 

R3. Before process B performs an operation on resource R3, the state of resource 

R1 can be changed by process A. 

The elimination of the race condition comes down to placing 4 mutexes: 

mutex1, mutex2, mutex3, and mutex4 in application in order to ensure mutual 

exclusion of processes on shared resources – the appropriate SWPC is shown  

in Figure 9. Before each operation, a lock action on the corresponding mutex  

is performed on the shared resource, and after its execution, this mutex is released. 
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Fig. 9. An example of the SWPC model of an exemplary atomic violation application 
 

Unfortunately, this approach does not eliminate the phenomenon of atomicity 

violation. This phenomenon is still present because thread B, after releasing 

mutex1, goes to the mutex3 blocking operation and unsecured by thread B R1 

resource can be changed by thread A. One of the acceptable ways to eliminate 

this phenomenon is to introduce an additional mutex, which in the B-thread will 

control working on both resources, and in the A-thread it will control only 

operations on the R1 resource. A model with such a mutex is presented in Figure 

10. Eliminating the phenomenon by adding another mutex increases the risk of 

blocking but there is a better solution, i.e. without adding mutex5.  

The solution that will eliminate the phenomenon of atomicity violation 

without adding mutex5 is shown in Figure 11. The role of the element synchro-

nizing the work of the B thread was received by mutex1 so that the excess mutex 

could be removed. The moment thread B starts work, it blocks the possibility of 

working on shared resources for threads A and D until it finishes the work. 
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Fig. 10. An example of the SWPC model of an exemplary application  

with atomic violation over redundant mutex 
 

 

Fig. 11. An example of the SWPC model of an exemplary application with a solution for 

atomicity violation with a minimum number of mutexes 
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The models presented for the example application show that thanks to SWP, 

it is very easy to locate not only the phenomenon of race condition but also the 

phenomenon of atomicity violation. An additional advantage of SWP lies its 

readability, which allowed for the optimization consisting in the removal of the 

excess mutex. This operation will affect the speed of the application, as there are 

less blocking and unblocking operations, which can be very expensive. 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

All three presented representations have their advantages and disadvantages. 

In terms of multithreaded applications, CFG should be used when the objects of 

interest include the number of logical blocks and the order in which they are 

executed. Unfortunately, CFG is a very general graphical representation and is 

not suitable for analyzing relationships between threads without additional 

information about individual code blocks that are presented as nodes. 

Petri nets are a much more sophisticated tool. They show the mechanism of 

mutual exclusion and the flow of information. However, the complexity of the net 

will increase with the complexity of the application, and an attempt to optimize 

it may hide important details. For each multithreaded application, it is also 

possible to create many different PNs. Each of the nets can work exactly as 

assumed by the multi-threaded application concept, while none of them will 

work as a real application when the application has race condition. 

The method using SWP models seems to be a much better solution than the 

two previous methods. It hides most of the implementation details, highlighting 

those places where race condition, atomicity violation or deadlock may occur, 

which like atomicity violation is a phenomenon resulting from incorrect setting 

of mutexes. Interpretation of the SWP model is much simpler than in the case of 

PN or CFG and the extension of the notation allowed to locate the place of the 

race condition error in the example application. In addition, a small change in 

the SWP model showed how to solve the race condition in the example 

application or atomic violation in the example application in chapter 4. The 

method using SWP models is disadvantageous because they were not created for 

multithreaded applications. For the purposes of this article, it was necessary to 

extend the standard notation so that it could express all the necessary elements of 

a multithreaded application. 
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INTERMITTENT DEMAND FORECASTING 

USING DATA MINING TECHNIQUES 
 

 

Abstract 

Intermittent demand occurs randomly with changing values and a lot of periods 

having zero demand. Ad hoc intermittent demand forecasting techniques 

have been developed which take special intermittent demand characteristics 

into account. Besides traditional techniques and specialized methods, data 

mining offers a better alternative for intermittent demand forecasting since 

data mining methods are powerful techniques. This study contributes to the 

current literature by showing the benefit of using data mining methods for 

intermittent demand forecasting purpose by comprising mostly used data 

mining methods.  
 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Companies need forecast values regarding different variables related to their 

business which may be a general variable like population forecast of the country 

or more specific variables like machine availability, costs, profit, inventory, and lead 

times. Demand forecasting is a specific type of forecasting which a very signif-

icant forecast needed by companies. All departments of the company plan 

themselves according to demand forecast since demand forecast is the prediction 

of sales values which is the primary revenue source for the company. 

If the demand of item to be forecasted is smooth and continuous, then it is 

successfully predictable with traditional forecasting methods. On the other hand, 

when the demand does not occur at every forecasting period and has changing 

values, then it is hardly predictable with traditional forecasting methods. This kind 

of items are called intermittent demand items.  
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Data mining methods are powerful techniques which can solve complicated 

practical problems in various areas and are becoming more and more widespread 

day by day. They can be applied to time series forecasting problems effectively 

due to their distinguished properties. Data mining methods can handle many 

difficulties in the modeling of the time series like non-stationary. Moreover 

applying data mining methods is quite easy since there is no need for any complex 

mathematical formulations.  

There is a lack of effective forecasting methods in intermittent demand 

forecasting area. This study shows the ability of data mining methods for accurate 

intermittent demand forecasting. Famous data mining methods which are artificial 

neural networks, support vector regressions and decision tree techniques are 

applied to simulated intermittent demand data as well as Croston’s method which 

is the main ad-hoc intermittent demand forecasting method. The study is organized  

as follows: Section 2 includes the literature review, the following section contains 

experimental results, conclusions, and final comments are made in Section 4. 

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

Intermittent demand is common in spare parts like in the automotive and aircraft 

industry, military maintenance and high-priced capital goods. Intermittent demand 

is commonly stated as spare parts demand in the literature (Hua & Zhang, 2006; 

Syntetos, 2007; Regattieriet, Gamberi, Gamberini & Manzini, 2005, Bacchettive 

& Saccani, 2012). The reason for this statement comes from the intermittent 

manner of spare parts items since they are only demanded when a maintenance 

problem occurs. It is clear that management of spare parts demand is crucial from 

technical and economic perspectives which make intermittent demand forecasting 

a very significant need. In case of a poor demand forecast, there might be 

difficulties in supplying the proper spare part item which leads to production 

interruptions and also technical difficulties. Kennedy stated that production 

interruptions result with direct economic losses since customer demand cannot be 

satisfied due to lost production and quality costs and also indirect economic losses 

due to customer dissatisfaction. So the aim of inventory planners is to reduce 

inventory costs while achieving high customer service levels (Kennedy, Patterson 

& Fredendall, 2002). 

Although the availability of spare parts in inventory is very important due  

to economic and technical handicaps, two properties of spare parts items make it 

difficult to store high amounts of the items in inventory. The first property of spare 

parts is that: they aren’t of the type which is called “general purpose” which makes 

them needed only if their specific requirement is realized. So it is not reasonable 

to store a high amount of spare parts in inventory rather than general purpose items 

with limited inventory storage capacity. The second property of spare parts items 
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is their high unit values. Since spare parts have technical characteristics, their 

acquisition and also storage are costly for companies which store them in low 

quantities.   

Intermittent demand forecasting is not an easy task since there are a lot of time 

periods with zero demand. Since intermittent demand is not stationary, traditional 

forecasting methods not applicable for intermittent demand forecasting. 

Traditional forecasting techniques are not capable of forecasting intermittent 

demand successfully since they assume stationary which is not the case in items 

having intermittent demand structure. This situation reveals the need for specialized 

techniques for intermittent demand forecasting.  

Simple exponential smoothing method is the most common traditional method 

which is applied by companies dealing with intermittent demand. But in the work 

of Croston, it was first shown that exponential smoothing generally results with 

inappropriate stock levels (Croston, 1972). Croston’s method corrected by Rao is 

a widely used approach for intermittent demand forecasting and inspires a lot of 

researchers (Rao, 1973).  

In his work, Croston handles intermittent demand data as a combination of two 

elements which are the non-zero demand size Zt and the inter-demand intervals Pt. 

He used two separate forecasts for the size of demand and for the demand arrival 

rate. Croston’s forecasting method is superior to traditional single exponential 

smoothing forecast when applied to intermittent demand. It is pointed that single 

exponential smoothing predicts average demand higher than the real average 

which results in inappropriate stock levels, the reason was intermittent and zero 

demand occurrences at many time periods. 

Nomenclature: 

 Zt  – demand in period t, 

ˆ
tZ – the estimate of the mean size of a nonzero demand, 

 – smoothing parameter, the value is between 0 to1, 

ˆ
tP – the estimate of the mean interval between nonzero demands,  

 Dt  – forecast value at time t. 

Croston forecasts ˆ
tP separately the time between consecutive transaction. 

Pt and the magnitude of the individual transactions Zt.  

 

If Zt =0, 

1
ˆ ˆ

ttZ Z  and -1
ˆ ˆP Ptt  , forecast values remain unchanged (1) 

If Zt ≠0, 

1
ˆ ˆ(1 )t t tZ Z Z         (2) 

1
ˆ ˆ(1 )t t tP P P         (3) 
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The forecast of demand per period at time t is found as a division of demand 

value by inter-arrival time:  

ˆ

ˆ
t

t

Z
D

Pt
      (4) 

 

where: Zt – demand in period t, Ẑt – demand forecast in period t for the forecast of 

next demand size, α – smoothing parameter taking a value between zero and one, 

Pt – time between consecutive transactions, ˆtP –  forecast of the demand interval, 

Dt – the final forecast value.  

Data mining methods are powerful techniques presenting an alternative approach 

to conventional techniques. They are good at solving complicated practical 

problems in various areas, thus increasing their popularity day by day. Data mining 

is the non-trivial process of extracting implicit, previously unknown and potentially 

useful information from data which can also be referred to as knowledge discovery 

in the database. Data mining techniques can be used for a number of objectives 

such as clustering, classification, data summarization, discovering dependency 

networks, and detecting anomalies as stated by Punjari (2006). 

Data mining techniques differ from other methods with their learning ability. 

Once they are trained they can perform prediction with high accuracy and high 

speed. Moreover, they have the ability to handle noisy data and non-linearity 

which make them applicable to most of the problems. Data mining methods 

consist of many models like artificial neural networks, expert systems, genetic 

algorithms, support vector regressions, fuzzy logic, decision tree and hybrid 

systems which are formed as a combination of two or more methods. In this study, 

we employed artificial neural networks, support vector regressions and decision 

tree techniques since they are commonly used data mining methods.  

Artificial neural networks are formed as an imitation of the brain and its 

associated nervous systems. The model mainly contains an input layer, an output 

layer, and one or more hidden layers. The layers include interconnected neurons 

each of which is connected to other neurons in the subsequent layer. The neurons 

at hidden layer and output layer use a non-linear transfer function for processing 

their layer inputs by summing the product of each input by its weight in order to 

get a result (Chau, 2006). Figure 1 demonstrates neural network architecture with 

an input layer of three neurons, a hidden layer of two neurons and an output layer 

of one neuron.   
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Fig. 1. Illustration of artificial neural network architecture 
 

The second data mining method used in this study is Support vector regression 

which is the application of Support vector machines to time series forecasting. 

Support vector machine was introduced by (Vapnik, 1995). It is a powerful clas-

sification method that separates two classes by a hyperplane. Support vector machines 

are based on structured risk minimization principle since the method tries to 

minimize upper bound of error by obtaining a separating hyperplane as wider as 

possible. This property of the method is the source of its strength over traditional 

methods. Figure 2 illustrates the simplest case of two linearly separable classes 

where empty circles represent –1 and full circles represent +1. The hyper-plane sep-

arating two classes has the maximum margin between the samples of the two classes. 
 

 

Fig. 2. The simplest illustration of support vector machines 

 

The third data mining method used in this study is decision tree which aims  

to predict the value of a target variable based on several input variables. Decision 

tree models can also be learned like artificial neural network and support vector 

regression by splitting the source set. Mainly decision tree method uses a tree 

structure to build the classification models. Leaf nodes represent a decision and groups 

of instances that receive the same class label. Based on feature values of instances, 

they are classified in the decision tree according to labels of leaves. Each node  

in the tree represents a feature of an instance and each branch represents a value. 

x1

x2 y

x3

iw 1,1

iw 1,2

iw 2,1

iw 2,2

hw 1,1

hw 2,1
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Figure 3 is a representation of a simple decision tree (Mitchell, 1997). There 

are three nodes in the decision tree which are outlook, humidity, and wind.  

The branches of the attributes show the possible values that the node can take.  

For this example, wind node can take on the values strong and weak. The leaf 

nodes at the bottom of the tree are the possible labels that can be made by classifying 

an instance using the tree. In this decision tree, an instance can be labeled as either 

a yes or no. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Simplest illustration of decision tree 

 

There are many variances of decision trees such as ID3, C4.5, and C5. But in this 

study, C5 is used since it has superior performance over others. For instance, C5 

is faster than C4.5, it gets smaller decision trees than C4.5. Moreover, C5  

is a better alternative than ID3 for handling the training data with missing attribute 

values (Pandya & Pandya, 2015).  

 

 

3.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

This section includes the application of forecasting methods on simulated 

intermittent data and the performance results and comparisons. Common data 

mining methods which are artificial neural networks, support vector regressions 

and decision tree techniques are employed. Moreover, Croston’s method with  

a smoothing parameter value of 0.2 is applied to the same data as the benchmark 

method since it is a very significant method in intermittent demand forecasting 

area since it is the first and main ad-hoc intermittent demand forecasting method. 

 

3.1. Intermittent data 

 

Since intermittent demand characteristics are not common for most of the fast 

moving products, there is limited real data. This situation leads us to generate 

artificial intermittent data in order to assess the performance of methods. In order 
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to generate artificial demand data, the intermittent package of R software is used. 

400 intermittent demand series are generated each of which is composed of 300 

data points. Statistical details regarding the simulated intermittent data are 

presented in Table 1.  

 
Tab. 1. Descriptive statistics of the simulated data set 

Statistics Demand Size Demand Interval 

Mean 4.98 3.01 

Std. Dev. 0.17 1.98 

Minimum 4.36 1.03 

1. Quartile 4.88 1.05 

Median 4.98 2.65 

3. Quartile 5.08 4.97 

Maximum 5.66 6.05 

 

In Figure 4, a simulated intermittent demand time series data is demonstrated. 

As can be seen from the figure, there is an interval between demand occurrences 

with changing values and demand values are also changing in value.  

 

 

Fig. 4. An example of intermittent data 

 

3.2. Accuracy evaluation and comparison 

 

The prediction performance of the methods are evaluated using the following 

statistical metrics, namely, the root mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute 

deviation (MAD), and alternative mean absolute percentage error (A-MAPE).  

For intermittent demand forecasting performance evaluation, the original MAPE 

cannot be used since actual demand values take zero value for most of the time 

periods which results in division by zero error. So, we used A-MAPE introduced 

by Hoover which is the ratio of mean absolute deviation to mean value.  

The employed metrics are calculated as follows (Hoover, 2006): 

Let Yt denote the observation at time t and Ft denote the corresponding forecast 

value Then define the forecast error as et = Yt – Ft. Then: 
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3.3. Forecast results 

 

All four methods are applied to intermittent demand data. Since data mining 

methods have a learning process, data is divided into two as the training set and 

testing set where the method learns the structure in training stage. Training set 

includes the first 75% time periods for each intermittent time series (215 data 

points) and the last 25% time periods form the testing set (75 data points). In the 

following table, performance results for the training set are presented. 

 
 Tab. 2. Results for the training set 

Performance ANN SVM C5 Croston 

RMSE 3.11 1.76 4.61 5.26 

MAD 2.27 0.83 3.11 4.10 

A-MAPE 0.76 0.28 1.04 1.37 

 

As can be seen from the table, use of data mining method is very promising for 

intermittent demand forecasting since they have superior performance over 

Croston’s method based on all performance metrics. This is an important result 

since Croston’s method is a specialized intermittent demand method which has 

shown better performance over traditional methods. Moreover, Support vector 

machine is the best performing method among the artificial methods.  

Performance results for the testing set are presented in Table 3. 
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       Tab. 3. Results for the testing set 

Performance ANN SVM C5 Croston 

RMSE 2.66 1.35 2.93 4.38 

MAD 2.17 0.67 2.34 3.16 

A-MAPE 0.69 0.21 0.75 1.01 

 

The performance results for the testing set are in line with the results for the 

training set. All data mining method has lower error values than the Croston’s 

method with respect to all performance metrics.  

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 

 

Due to peculiar characteristics of intermittent demand, traditional forecasting 

methods perform poorly. Traditional methods assume demand to be stationary 

where intermittent demand data is not stationary. More complicated methods like 

data mining methods are more appropriate to be used for intermittent demand 

forecasting since they have been shown to perform successfully in most of the 

research.  

Considering both the importance and the difficulty of accurate demand 

forecasting for intermittent demand items, this study focuses on applying data 

mining methods since they are powerful methods which are able to deal with non-

stationary data. Since intermittent demand time series have many time periods 

with zero demand and have variable demand sizes, they possess non-stationary 

pattern. 

Common data mining methods which are artificial neural networks, support 

vector regressions and decision tree techniques and Croston’s method which is 

developed specifically for intermittent demand forecasting are applied to simulated 

intermittent demand data. Results showed that use of data mining methods are 

beneficial with their high-performance values and support vector machine is the 

most appropriate one since it resulted with the lowest error value among all 

techniques.  

Finally, considering the lack of effective forecasting methods for intermittent 

demand, it would be interesting to compare the employed data mining methods 

with other methods such as genetic programming, fuzzy logic and hybrid methods. 

These perspectives are let as future works. 
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Abstract 

This study presents research on the development of an intelligent controller 

that allows optimal selection of rubber granules, as an admixture recycling 

component for polymer-gypsy mortars. Based on the results of actual meas-

urements, neural networks capable of predicting the setting time of gypsum 

mortar, as well as determining the bending and compressive strength coef-

ficients were trained. A number of simulation experiments were carried out, 

thanks to which the characteristics of setting times and strength of mortars 

containing different compositions of recycling additives were determined. 

Thanks to the obtained results, it was possible to select the rubber admixtures 

optimally both in terms of the percentage share as well as in relation to the 

diameter of the granules. 

 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

This paper presents the original method of selecting the amount of admixture 

of rubber granulate and the diameter of granules for the gypsum mixture. Thanks 

to the use of artificial neural networks, a neural controller has been developed that 

allows optimal selection of gypsum mixture parameters. Three output variables 

were optimized: setting time [min], bending strength coefficient (BSC) and com-

pressive strength coefficient (CSC). 
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 Calcium sulphates in semi-aquatic form have been used for a long time as 

building binding materials, so-called gypsum binders (Osiecka, 2005). These 

binders are ecological materials, obtained from natural raw materials, which allow 

building elements of various sizes and shapes to be quickly and easily 

(Chłądzyński, 2008). Modern binders are increasingly being created by adding 

ingredients in the form of fillers from various materials (Hooton, 2015). Due to 

the size of production and the possibility of processing into valuable building 

materials, materials originating from waste are becoming more and more 

important as binder additives, among which the ones of polymer materials are  

of the greatest importance (Di Mundo, Petrella & Notarnicola, 2018). The basic 

advantage which should have a new gypsum binder containing a semi-hydrate, 

deciding its usefulness in construction, is the short setting time and obtaining 

a good hardness (Serna, del Rio, Palomo & González, 2012). The binder can thus 

be a polymer-mineral mixture (polymer-cement or gypsum and polymer-lime)  

as well as a mortar with the addition of only polymer fillers (Aslani, Ma, Wan  

& Muselin, 2018). 

In construction mobile connections, which include expansion joints and larger 

assembly gaps, the joint material must provide adjacent structures with the 

possibility of mutual movement in a specific plane, with a clearly defined range 

of changes (Claudiu, 2013). The vibrations of load-bearing elements, caused by 

external loads, e.g. shocks, uneven settlement of objects, dynamic loads from 

vehicle traffic, as well as dimensional changes caused by temperature changes 

must also be compensated. The sealing materials must therefore have appropriate 

physical and chemical properties as well as resistance to bending, compressive 

and shearing forces (Pedro, De Brito & Veiga, 2012). Gypsum-polymer mortars 

suitable as a binder can work well with virtually all other building materials.  

Nowadays, the most pursued route to enhanced elastic properties is the for-

mation of C-S-H organic hybrids on the nanoscale by incorporating soft matter 

into and/or in between the C-S-H nanoplates (Bergström, 2015; Seto 2012).  

The two necessary main features for achieving strong specific C-S-H/polymer 

interactions are negatively charged groups for Ca2+ mediated electrostatic 

interactions and hydrophilic residues preferentially with alcohol or amide groups 

for hydrogen bond interactions (Picker, 2017). The bond between the C-S-H 

nanoplates and polymers can be obtained by mixing a resin with aggregate (Kou 

& Poon, 2013). The most commonly used resins for PC are unsaturated polyester 

resin, epoxy resin, furan resin, polyurethane resin, and urea formaldehyde resin 

(Gorninski, 2017). The matrix is given by the polymer which acts as binder of the 

components, that can be different types of natural aggregates, powders, fibers, 

nano-materials, etc. (Sosoi & Barbuta, 2018). Polymers, such as styrene-butadiene 

rubber (SBR) latex and polyvinyl acetate (PVA) emulsion have been commonly 

used as admixtures in concrete practice (Konar, Das, Gupta & Saha, 2011). This 

polymer admixtures are known to not only increase the workability but also modify 

the physical properties of cement pastes by reducing macro voids and improving 
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the bond strength of the polymer cement mortars to aggregates (Al Menhosh, 

Wang, Wang, & Augusthus-Nelson, 2018). Recent studies on recycled tire 

polymer fibers (RTPF) have shown that the addition of this type of fibers in fresh 

concrete mixes has a positive effect on volume deformations at an early age and 

mitigates the explosive spalling at high temperatures without affecting the residual 

mechanical properties of concrete (Baricevic, Jelcic, Rukavina & Pezer, 2018). 

Based on non-destructive tests (NDT), it was found that increasing the coarse 

aggregate size and polymer ratio reduced the porosity of specimens. This is 

attributed to the decreased surface area to volume ratio with increasing particle 

size, which allowed the polymer to completely coat the surface of aggregates 

(Jafari, Tabatabaeian & Joshaghani, 2018). However, prior to their utilization  

in construction products, such materials require characterization which will 

demonstrate their properties and assure positive long-term behavior, especially 

when exposed to aggressive environmental conditions (Serdar, 2015).  

Such environmental factors could lead to a decrease in performance, thus 

decrease the durability of concrete. Exposure to high temperatures is one of these 

physical factors that have an impact on concrete (Sahmaran, 2009). Recent studies 

shown that structures exposed to high temperature can be used the polymer-

phosphazene concrete. The filling of the voids with the polymer was ensured  

so that the physical binding of polymer molecules and strong adhesion of these 

molecules to each other was obtained (Tanyildizi & Asilturk, 2018). This strategy 

could greatly benefit future construction processes because fracture toughness and 

elasticity of brittle cementitious materials can be largely enhanced on the nanoscale. 

Gypsum-polymer mortars can be used to supplement cavities, leveling walls 

and floors by increasing the elasticity of the mixture (Forrest, 2014). Thanks  

to this, after solidifying, the weld section made is resistant to deformation that occurs 

during the period of operation of the analyzed object (Benosman et al., 2017). 

Gypsum-polymer mortar can be products with good functional properties, easy  

to use. Proper selection of the additive, e.g. regranulate, will allow to obtain  

an improved flexible mortar, which can be evaluated on the basis of tests of bending 

strength or compressive strength, etc. (Jarosiński, Żelazny & Nowak, 2007; 

Herrero, Mayor & Hernández-Olivares, 2013). 

The aim of the research was to develop an intelligent controller that would 

allow optimal selection of rubber granulate parameters as an admixture for 

gypsum-polymer mortar with addition of hydrated lime and admixtures in various 

amounts from rubber regranulate. Parameters such as: time of setting components 

of the gypsum mixture (minimization of time) and mechanical properties of the 

obtained mortar (maximization of strength) were optimized. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

During the research it was found that due to the complex, non-linear 

dependence of 2 independent variables (input): 

1.  Diameter of granules, 

2.  Percent of admixture, 

regressive neural networks can be an appropriate tool to train the controller 

(Lorrentz, 2015). Based on 120 real measurements, 3 separate neural networks 

were trained. Each of the networks had at the entry 2 of the above-mentioned 

values. The network outputs were: setting time [min], bending strength factor 

(BSC) and compressive strength index (CSC). Both strength coefficients are 

expressed in Newton [N]. 

In order to collect training data for the neural network, research was conducted 

on polymer-gypsum mortars. The tests were based on samples similar in shape 

and size to welds used in real conditions. Characteristic indicators that determined 

the weld's usefulness are the time of binding of the gypsum-polymer mixture  

as well as the bending and compression strength factors. 

CaSO4·½H2O construction gypsum was used for the developed material 

composition. The gypsum bond fulfilled the requirements of EN 13279-1-A1.  

The content of calcium sulphate (CaSO4) was above 50%, the graining of the material 

was covered by a 1.0 mm sieve residue, no more than 0.5% and a 0.2 mm sieve, 

which was equal to or lower than 15%. Hydrated lime was added to the mixture, 

its share in mixtures with gypsum did not exceed 2%. Rubber granulate derived 

from the recycling of tires with several grain diameters from ø 0.1 mm to ø 0.63 mm 

was used as an additive to increase flexibility. 

The components of the mixtures were introduced in various proportions to the 

binder when mixing with water. They consisted of gypsum, hydrated lime  

and polymer regranules. When choosing the right regranulate for the tests, the amount 

of polymer incorporated into the mixture was also significant, the appropriate 

amount being determined based on the adopted research program. 

Fig. 1 presents molds for the preparation of gypsum-polymer mortar beams. 

Fig. 2 presents a sample of a set plaster mortar containing 20% of a rubber 

granulate with a granule diameter of 0.1 mm. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Molds for the preparation of mortar beams 
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Fig. 2. Gypsum mix with 20% rubber granulate with a grain diameter of ø 0.1 mm 
 

To determine the bending and compressive strength of the samples, a hydraulic 

press with a 16 cm2 jaw area was used, compressing at the standard speed, with  

a jaw pressure from 0–200 kN. The studies of setting time of gypsum mixtures 

were made using the Vicat apparatus. 

Fig. 3 shows a schematic of a neural network. The input vector consists of  

2 elements. It is a multi-layer perceptron with one hidden layer containing  

10 neurons (Thomas & Thomas, 2011). The hidden layer transition function has 

a sigmoidal waveform. One neuron is located in the output layer. The transition 

function has a linear course here. The output is a real number, so we are dealing 

with a regression model. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Diagram of neural network used in research 
 

Table 1 shows the results of training the neural network. The historical data set 

consisted of 120 cases, divided into 3 sets: training set, validation set and testing 

set, in the ratio of 70:15:15. The main measures of network quality are mean 

squared error (MSE) and regression (R). 
 

    Tab. 1. Results of neural network training for individual sets 

Sets Samples MSE R 

Training 84 6.51330·10-4 0.997353 

Validation 18 1.66109·10-3 0.994454 

Testing 18 5.97817·10-4 0.998574 
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The formula based on which the MSE error is calculated is presented using the 

dependence (1). 
 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑛
∙∑(𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖)

2

𝑛

𝑖=1  

(1) 

 

where: n – number of cases in the set (training, validating or testing), 

   ref – reference values (patterns), 

   x – predicted values of a model. 
 

The high quality of the network is demonstrated by low MSE and high R. The best 

indicator reflecting the ability of the neural network for generalization is MSE for 

testing set. Testing set contains cases that did not participate in the network 

training process, hence MSE for testing set is usually higher than for training set. 

In the present case, the MSE values for testing set and training set are very similar. 

Both values are very low, which is a good sign of the quality of the trained neural 

network. Regression for testing set is 9.986 which is a high indicator and also 

confirms the effectiveness of the solution obtained. 
 

 

Fig. 4. Plot of neural network performance according to MSE 

 

Fig. 4 shows the course of training the neural network based on the MSE values 

in individual iterations (epochs). The shape of the curve resembles a bit of hyperbole.  
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Fig. 5. Error histogram of the neural network training process 
 

There are not many fluctuations on the chart. These features testify to the lack 

of network overtraining. On the line of the validation error, the place where the 

learning process ends was marked. It falls into epoch 4. Best validation 

performance (MSE) equals 0.0016611. The task of the validation set is to stop 

training the neural network, which occurs when after six successive iterations 

MSE does not fall. 

Fig. 5 shows a histogram of MSE errors for sets: training, validation and testing. 

The whole range of errors has been divided into 20 bins. The most errors had 

absolute values close to zero. The shape of the graph resembles a normal 

distribution curve, which also well shows the quality of the obtained neural 

network. 

Quantitatively, the most registered MSE errors concerned training set. This is 

due to the fact that all historical cases were divided in such a way that as many as 

70% of them fell on the test set. The remaining 30% were divided into validation 

and test sets. Fig. 5 reflects this division. 

Fig. 6 presents regression statistics of the obtained neural network. As you can 

see, regression is close to 1 for both the test set (left picture) and for all cases 

including training, validation and testing (right picture). 

Regression is a measure of matching the network response to patterns. If it is 

close to 1 even for test cases that do not participate in the network learning 

process, it means that the network has the ability to generalize responses. This is 

a key feature thanks to which the network deserves to be called intelligent. 
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Fig. 6. Regression statistics of the neural network training process 

 

Fig. 7 shows a simulation model of the system for the selection of recycled 

components in polymer-gypsy mortars. The configuration of the presented model 

assumes that the diameter of the rubber granulate is constant and amounts to  

ø 0.35 mm. The percentage of admixture varies in the given range. Several variants 

of simulation models were tested, in which the constant diameter of granules 

assumed the following values: ø 0.1, 0.2, 0.35 and 0.5 mm. For each given 

diameter of granules, the percentage of admixture was smoothly changed. 
 

 

Fig. 7. Simulation model including three separate neural networks 
 

Three separate neural networks were trained in which each had a different 

output. In the first network (ANN-1) the dependent variable was the binding time, 

in the second network (ANN-2) it was the bending strength factor (BSC) and in the 

third network (ANN-3) the bending strength index (CSC). In the case of ANN-1 

it was necessary to convert the real number to minutes, hence an additional module 

visible in Fig. 7 was placed to the right of ANN-1. 
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3. RESULTS 
 

Based on the designed neural models, a number of simulation experiments 

were carried out, including various variants of intelligent controller settings. 

Variants were tested in which the diameter of the granules was predetermined  

(ø 0.1 mm, ø 0.2 mm etc.), while the proportion of admixture of rubber granulate 

was smoothly variable. The results of the tests are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. 

The drawings are presented in pairs, in a system allowing to compare two cases 

together with different diameter of granules next to each other with a smooth change 

in the amount of additives. In Fig. 8, the diameters of granules ø 0.1 mm  

and ø 0.2 mm were compared. The first pair of graphs in Fig. 8 shows the duration 

of the binding time expressed in minutes. The next pairs of drawings show the 

waveforms of BSC and CSC values expressed in Newtons. The drawings in Fig. 9 

are presented in an analogous manner, but the analyzed cases concerned different 

granule diameters: ø 0.35 mm and ø 0.5 mm. 

 

Granules = ø 0.1 mm Granules = ø 0.2 mm 

  

  

  

Fig. 8. Prediction results with constant granule diameters (ø 0.1 mm and ø 0.5 mm) 
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Granules = ø 0.35 mm Granules = ø 0.5 mm 

  

  

  

Fig. 9. Prediction results with constant percentage inclusions (10% and 40%) 
 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Analyzing the results of the experiments shown in Figs. 8 and 9, it can be seen 

that in order to select the optimal parameters of admixture of rubber granules, 

multiple graphs should be analyzed simultaneously. For example, some wave-

forms reach zero values, which might seem a mistake. However, it must be taken 

into account that ranges of input variables (predictors) exceed limits for some 

output parameters. Therefore, when analyzing the results, one should look for such 

values of the horizontal axis, for which the strength parameters (CSC and BSC) 

presented on the vertical axis are as high as possible. Most often, this kind  

of choice will be a kind of trade off. 

It can be concluded that the optimal level of admixture of rubber in CSC and BSC 

should not exceed 10%. In turn, the diameter of the granules should oscillate from 

ø 0.35 mm to ø 0.5 mm. With these parameters, the admixtures, CSC and BSC 
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values remain at relatively high levels. If we add to the target beam also 

minimizing the time of setting the gypsum mixture, the optimal mixture should 

contain 10% admixture with a granule diameter of ø 0.35 mm. 

To analyze the increase in load bearing capacity of joints filling expansion 

joints a different gypsum sample size would be used. In turn, to simulate the 

parameters of welds in smaller building gaps, it is likely that other cross-section 

shapes should be used. On the basis of the research results presented above, it can 

be concluded that addition of polymer admixtures with different percentage to the 

gypsum mixture increases both the flexibility of the mortar and load transfer 

without damaging the weld structure, which increases the range of use of ceramic 

and architectural elements with such admixtures.  

Further studies are required to evaluate and distinguish influence of crumb 

rubber inclusions from fibers' contribution, as recent studies have indicated 

a significant potential of recycled tire polymer fibers (RTPF) in the construction 

industry. 
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Abstract  

The paper analyzes the possibilities of increasing the lifespan of rollers  

in continuous steel casting line. There are analyzed the causes of the surface 

rollers damage and the impact of degrading factors in metallurgical 

production. Three types of welding consumable electrodes designed for 

restoration layers formation applied by SAW surfacing technology were 

analyzed. There were analyzed microstructure, microhardness and properties 

of weld clads in tribological conditions. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The technology of continuous casting of steel slabs was introduced for full 

range of dead-melted steels, deep-drawing, so-called pseudodead-melted steels 

and also effervescing steels, which replaced the traditional method of making 

slabs by rolling ingots (Brezinova et al., 2017; Blaskovits & Čomaj, 2006). 

Continuous casting line is in generally one-strand or two-strand (Nadooshan, 

Saeedi, Rasooli, Izadi & Poursina, 2009; Olson, Dixon & Liby, 2012). 

The rollers have been made from the material C-Cr-Mo, or C-Cr-Mo-V type, 

they are solid (forged or split), alternately warmed-up by hot cast slab and cooled by 
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external water-vapour-air cooling system (Lorincova 2012; Mikuš, Szabó, 

Drlička & Bakajová, 2014). In the upper part of continuous casting line 

temperature of slab is approximately of 1250°C and in the bottom part about 

800°C (Vinas, Brezinová, Guzanová & Lorincová, 2011; Vinas, Brezinová, 

Guzanová & Svetlík, 2013).  

The rollers of continuous casting line are exposed to combined abrasive-

adhesive load, connected with high temperature cyclic fatigue stress in corrosion 

environment, what results in changing of material structure and properties of func-

tional surface (Houldcroft, 2014; Wu, Xiang, He, Chen & Hu, 2015). Application of 

cladding layer created using high-alloy welding wires in combination with flux 

enables creating functional roller surface with higher lifespan than new rollers 

(Vinas, Greš & Vaško, 2016; Paulicek, Kotus, Daňko & Žúbor, 2013, Kotus, 

Andrássyová, Cico, Fries & Hrabe, 2011). For renovation by hard surfacing are 

generally used at least three cladding layers (Toyserkani, Khajepour & Corbin, 

2004; Lekhov, Mikhalev, Bilalov & Shevelev, 2017). 

Thermal treatment of the roller with clad applied shows Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Thermal treatment of the roller 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

 

In the experimental part of work, the twice renovated roller with diameter of 

180 mm, made from forged steel X20Cr13 EN 10088-3 was used. The chemical 

composition of the roller is given in Table 1. 
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Tab. 1. Chemical composition of the roller X20Cr13 in [%]  

C Cr Si Mn P S Fe 

0,16–0,25 12,00–14,00 max. 1,00 max. 1,50 max. 0,040 max. 0,015 bal. 

 

Wear size of roller was assessed by visual check. Worn layer (with thickness 

of 7 mm) was removed from roller surface by turning. Turned surface was 

checked visually again. The presence of inner defects was checked by ultrasonic 

test. Considering chemical composition of roller, there was necessary to preheat 

it before cladding on temperature of 350°C–400°C. Chemical composition of 

welding wires used is given in Table 2. 

 
Tab. 2. Chemical composition of weld wires [in wt. %], balance of Fe 

Wire C Si Mn Ni Cr Mo Nb V 

W 3 0.1 0.6 1.0 2.5 12.2 0.8 0.15 0.15 

W 5 0.25 0.6 1.0 0.25 9.0 2.0 – – 

W 8 0.3 0.6 1.0 – 12.2 0.75 – 0.15 

 

For cladding was used universal flux AWS A5 17-89 EM 13K, which 

chemical composition can be found in Table 3. 

 
     Tab. 3. Chemical composition of universal flux AWS A5 17-89 EM 13K  

    

 

Welding wire W3 (W3-WLDC 3) is commercially used for cladding of 

continuous casting rollers. Welding wires W8 (W8-WLDC 8) and W5 (W5HT-

WLDC 5) were still not used for cladding of continuous casting rollers. The roller 

was renovated using welding equipment Weldclad GU125LZ, COREWIRE. The 

parameters of cladding are listed in Table 4. After cladding, roller was cooled 

down in electric furnace in isothermic wrap. Cooling speed was 40°C per hour 

up to room temperature. Then it was tempered in furnace at 500°C / 8 hours. 

 
         Tab. 4 Parameters of cladding 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Wire Diameter 

[mm] 

Voltage 

[V] 

Current 

[A] 

Oscillations 

[mm] 

W 3 3.2 28 450 45 

W 5 3.2 26 600 47 

W 8 3.2 26 450 50 
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After the surfacing and heat treatment the roller was turned to specified 

diameter. Quality of weld layers was assessed by non-destructive testing 

according to STN EN ISO 23277 and STN EN ISO 11666. Microhardness tests 

were realized by Vickers diamond pyramid, load applied: 980.7 mN (HV 0.1), 

time of indentation: 15 s, distance of indentations: 1–16 mm (with step of  

1 mm). Test samples were subjected to cyclic thermal load in high-temperature 

chamber furnace. Test samples were heated to temperature of 400°C and 900°C. 

Heating temperature 400°C was chosen to verify the resistance of weld deposits 

against temperatures, to which the roller is exposed during its normal operation 

in continuous steel casting line. Heating temperature 900°C was chosen to verify 

the resistance of weld deposits against thermal load when continuous casting line 

is stopped due to emergency reasons. After reaching the sample temperature of 

and remaining at stated temperature for 5s, the samples were rapidly cooled by 

water with temperature of 20°C. The cycle of heating and cooling of the samples 

was repeated 20 times.  

Erosive wear of weld clads was simulated by mechanical abrasive blasting 

process. Brown corundum with grain size 0.71 mm was used as blasting 

abrasive, velocity of abrasive grains was 70.98 mps, impact angle was 45° and 

90°. Abrasive grains impinged the cover layer of cladding. Wear resistance of 

weld clads was evaluated by mass loss of the cladding. 
 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Microstructure of cover layer, first cladding layer and HAZ are presented  

in Table 5 and in Fig. 2. At a depth of 16 mm below the surface, microstructure 

of the base material consists of low-carbon martensite. 

 

    

W3 

    

W5 

    

W8 

macrostructure cover layer first layer HAZ  

Fig. 2. Macro- and microstructure of weld clads (a – cover layer, b – first layer, c – HAZ) 
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Tab. 5 Microstructure of weld clads 

 Cover layer First layer HAZ 

W 3 

low-carbon high-

tempered martensite 

(sorbite) 

low-carbon high-

tempered martensite, 

carbide phases 

low-carbon tempered 

martensite without 

carbids 

W 5 
martensite with 

islands of ferrite 

low-carbon tempered 

martensite 

low-carbon tempered 

martensite 

W 8 

tempered martensite 

with small carbide 

particles 

of low-carbon 

tempered martensite 

low-carbon tempered 

martensite 

 

Fig. 3 shows the microhardness of particular weld layers and HAZ of weld 

deposits W3, W5 and W8. Higher microhardness was found in clads made using 

welding wires W5 and W8, from the cover layer to the base material the 

hardness decreased. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Microhardness of particular layers of weld clads 

 

At temperature of 400°C weld deposits were loaded up to 20 thermal cycles 

and there were still not observed breach of integrity, but when samples were 

thermally loaded at 900°C, after the 5th cycle thermal cracking of W5 weld 

deposit occurred, Fig. 4. In weld deposit W3 and W8 cracks on test specimens 

were not recorded. 
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Fig. 4. Cracks on test samples due to thermal cyclic loading after thermal cycles at 900°C 

 

The structural analysis of the test samples after different stages of thermal 

stress points to an increased incidence of carbide particles and grain refinement 

after the thermal load in the cladding metal. HAZ showed no significant change 

in microstructure. 

Mass loss of weld deposits at two impact angles of abrasive is presented  

in Fig. 5. 

Weld deposits W5 and W8 showed greater mass loss after 50 erosive cycles 

compared to W3. Forging effect of incident grains caused exhaustion of weld 

clad plasticity. It led to fatigue failure of surface of the weld deposit and subse-

quently release microparticles of material from the surface. Weld deposits W5 

showed greater mass loss at blasting angle 45°, which can be caused by chemical 

composition of the weld, especially lower Cr content compared to other 

evaluated weld clads. Effect of the blasting angle on wear resistance of weld 

deposit W3 had not significant impact. 
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W 5 

 
 

W 8 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

Fig. 5. Mass loss of weld deposits a) W3, b) W5 and c) W8 at two impact angles 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Based on the realized experimental work can be concluded, that the highest 

value of microhardness before thermal cycles were found in the cover layer  

of weld deposit made of welding wire W8-WLDC 8, 620 HV 0.1. This value  

is consistent with the chemical composition of the welding wire used, especially 

with the highest carbon content among the assessed filler materials and also  

with high chromium content. 

Based on the evaluation of results obtained by simulation of degradation 

phenomena affecting the continuous casting rollers during their operation, newly 

developed welding wire W8-WLDC 8 can be designated as the best material  

for renovation of continuous steel casting rollers. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE INJECTION TIMING 

ON THE PERFORMANCE OF TWO-STROKE 

OPPOSED-PISTON DIESEL ENGINE 
 

 

Abstract 

The performance of the engine strongly depends on the parameters of the 

combustion process. In compression ignition engines, the fuel injection 

timing has a significant influence on this process. The moment of its 

occurrence and its duration should be chosen so that the maximum 

pressure value occurs several degrees after TDC. In order to analyze the 

effect of the fuel injection timing on the performance of the tested two-

stroke opposed-piston diesel engine, a zero-dimensional model was 

developed in the AVL BOOST program. Next, a series of simulations were 

performed based on the defined calculation points for maximum 

continuous power, which resulted in power, specific fuel consumption and 

mean in-cylinder pressure. Finally, the engine map was made as a function of 

the start of combustion angle. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Two-stroke opposed piston engines have a number of advantages over four-

stroke engines. Due to the lack of a timing system, there are less thermal losses. 

The lack of timing system translates into greater reliability, cheaper operation 

and simpler service. In addition, in this type of engines one stroke per revolution 

of the crankshaft is produced, and thus more power is obtained compared to  

a four-stroke engine with the same capacity. The advantage of opposed piston 

engines is good balance, the possibility of using different fuels and simple 
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injectors (Pirault, 2010). Regner et al. (2011) and Regner, Koszewnik,  

and Venugopal (2014) presented a number of advantages of the proposed two-

stroke opposed piston diesel engine. However, four-stroke engines are better  

in terms of the emission of toxic substances as well as the heat load of the 

components of the crankshaft and the wear of the cylinder liner and the rings. 

So far, these types of engines have been used on ships, in military vehicles 

and special machines. The wide range of high-quality catalysts and lubricants 

currently available on the market creates new opportunities for the use of two-

stroke opposed piston engines, especially in land and air transport. 

Many tests of this type of engines have been performed.  An example is work 

written by Ma et al. (2015), in which the combustion and heat dissipation 

process in an opposed piston diesel engine was studied. Abani et al. (2017) 

presented a number of assumptions and design solutions applied in the design  

of a two-stroke opposed piston diesel engine that achieves 55% thermal 

efficiency. Another example is the study of a two-stroke opposed piston diesel 

engine for propulsion of light aircraft performed in the work written by Cantore, 

Mattarelli, and Rinaldini (2014). 

In self-ignition engines, the injection advance angle is a parameter significantly 

affecting the process of formation of a fuel-air mixture (propagation of fuel drops 

after combustion, evaporation and mixing with air) and the combustion process 

(speed and amount of heat produced). Its value depends on the moment when the 

pressure in the cylinder increases dramatically in relation to the piston position 

in the TDC. In order to obtain the highest efficiency, this angle should be selected  

so that the maximum pressure occurs several degrees CA after the piston TDC. 

The injection advance angle is clearly linked to the angle of the start of 

combustion. An earlier fuel injection results in an earlier formation of a fuel-air 

mixture, and therefore an earlier initiation of the combustion process. In the work 

written by Katarasnik, Trenc, and Opresnik (2006), the criterion for determining 

the start of combustion based on the analysis of the third derivative of the mean 

pressure signal in the cylinder as a function of the angle of rotation of the 

crankshaft has been presented. 

Agarwal et al. (2013) conducted experimental studies of a single-cylinder 

diesel engine, in which the impact of injection advance and injection pressure  

on selected engine performance parameters (including cylinder pressure, rate of 

heat release, specific fuel consumption, exhaust emissions) were analyzed. 

In recent years, many works have been published devoted to the study of dual-

fueled engines. The examples are works written by Sayin, and Canakci (2009) 

and Sayin, Ilhan, Canakci, and Gumus (2009), in which the influence of the 

injection advance angle on the performance of a single-cylinder diesel engine 

fueled by a mixture of diesel with ethanol and diesel with methanol, 

respectively. The tests have shown that increasing the injection advance angle  

in the engine running on the test mixture significantly reduces the emission of toxic 

substances (carbon monoxide and unburnt hydrocarbons). 
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Research was also performed on the influence of ignition timing on the per-

formance of CI engines fueled by unconventional types of oils: used edible oil 

(Bari, Yu & Lim, 2004) plastic oil (Mani & Nagarajan, 2009) and bio-diesel 

(Ganapathy, Gakkhar & Murugesan, 2011). 

Another important parameter correlated with the angle of advance of injection  

is the ignition delay. This is the period between the moment the fuel appears on 

the injector and the first self-ignition spots appear (Heywood, 1988). There are 

many studies devoted to the study of this parameter in diesel engines. 

An example is work written by Assanis, Filipi, Fiveland, and Syrimis (2003), 

which shows the correlation of the ignition delay with physical and chemical 

processes based on pressure, temperature and stoichiometry. 

Research performed by Kobori, Kamimoto, and Aradi (2000) showed that the 

ignition delay can be shortened by increasing the temperature and pressure 

inside the cylinder. In addition, increasing the injection pressure, the number of 

cetane fuel or reducing the diameter of the hole in the injector results in a shorter 

ignition delay. 

The change of fuel type affects the ignition delay, as shown in the research 

performed in the publication written by Saho, and Das (2009). The study 

investigated the use of selected vegetable oils as a fuel in diesel engines and 

their effect on the combustion process. 

As part of this work, a model of a two-stroke opposed piston diesel engine 

was presented. Based on the developed model, simulation calculations were 

made to investigate the effect of the injection advance angle on the performance 

of the designed opposed piston diesel engine. 

 

 

2. ENGINE MODEL 

 

In order to perform simulation tests on the influence of the injection advance 

angle on the performance of the designed engine, a zero-dimensional model was 

developed using the AVL BOOST program (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Model of tested engine created in the AVL BOOST program 

 

In the zero-dimensional model, the flame propagation method is not included, 

and all thermodynamic parameters are averaged in the working volume  

of the cylinder. This model is based on the first law of thermodynamics. 

The independent variable is the time, and the mass burning rate is assumed 

based on literature data (Heywood, 1988). 

Figure 2 shows the basic settings for the calculation cycle defined in the AVL 

BOOST program. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Basic settings of the calculation cycle defined in AVL BOOST program 
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The Viebe function was used to describe the combustion process, which 

describes the rate of heat release (ROHR) as a function of the crank angle. After 

its integration, a part of the burnt mass (mass fraction burned, MFB) is obtained 

as a function of the crank angle. The Viebe function depends on four basic 

parameters: start of combustion (SoC), combustion duration (CD), curve shape 

parameter m and parameter a, depending on the burned part of the fuel injected 

(Stiesch, 2003). This function is the ratio of the heat released after a given angle 

of rotation of the crankshaft Q(α) and the total amount of heat released at the end 

of combustion Qc. It has the form (1): 
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where:  SoC – start of combustion, 

   CD – combustion duration, 

m – shape parameter, 

   a – parameter depending on the burned part of the fuel injected. 
 

In the developed engine model, the following parameters of the combustion 

model were adopted: 

 start of combustion SoC, from –10° to +10° relative to TDC, every 2°, 

 combustion duration CD = 40°, 

 curve shape parameter m = 0.7, 

 parameter a = 6.9. 
 

Fig. 3 shows the heat release coefficient (ROHR) and the mass fraction 

burned (MFB) as a function of the crank angle determined in the AVL BOOST 

program based on the defined parameters of the combustion model. 

 

 

Fig. 3. ROHR and MFB as a function of the crank angle 
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In the model it was also necessary to define the model of heat exchange 

through the walls. The Woschni 1978 standard model was adopted, based on the 

Newton's law of cooling, in the form of (2): 

 

                      
gw

w TThA
dt

dQ


 
(2) 

 

where:  Qw – heat flow from gas to walls, 

   h – heat exchange coefficient, 

A – surface area, 

Tw – average temperature of walls, 

Tg – average gas temperature. (Stiesch, 2003) 

 

In the heat exchange model, the surface area of the piston and cylinder was 

defined based on the design assumptions of the engine. In addition, based on 

data from work written by Pulkrabek (1997), temperatures were set on their 

surfaces. In order to take into account the effect of the load turbulence in the 

cylinder on the heat exchange coefficient h, the swirl ratio SR = 1.5 defined  

as the speed of the load rotation in relation to the engine speed was defined. 

Table 1 presents the basic technical parameters of a given engine. 

 
 Tab. 1. Basic technical parameters of a tested engine 

Engine type Two-stroke opposed piston diesel engine 

Scavenging method Mechanical compressor Rotrex C30-64 with intercooler 

Cylinders numer 3 

Piston bore d 65.5 mm 

Piston stroke S 72 mm 

Compression ratio ε 22:1 

Maximum power Nmax 100 kW (4200 rpm) 

Offset O 14° 

 

In order to improve the filling of the cylinders with a fresh charge in the two 

stroke opposed-piston engines, the difference in the working phases of the 

crankshafts is used. Crankshaft from the side of the inlet ports get ahead of the 

shaft from the side of outlet ports. This angle is called offset. For the tested 

engine model an offset equal to O = 14° was assumed. 

The AVL BOOST program does not have the option of directly designing the 

opposed piston engine, therefore simplification has been applied, consisting in 

doubling the piston area, resulting in a calculated piston diameter of 2dd calc   

(Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. The method of determining the calculated piston diameter 

 

A number of geometrical parameters have been introduced to the model: the 

calculated diameter of the piston dcalc, the piston stroke S, the compression ratio 

ε, the length of the connecting rod l. 

The model assumes a classic model of transport of chemical compounds 

(classic species transport). As a fuel, diesel oil with a calorific value of  

Wu = 42.8 kJ/kg and stoichiometric air-fuel ratio AFR = 14.7 kg of air per kg  

of fuel was adopted. The firing order was defined as follows: cylinder 1 – 0°, 

cylinder 2 – 120°, cylinder 3 – 240°. The engine model includes the friction 

model developed by Patton, Nitschke, and Heywood (1989). 

The load was exchanged with a Rotrex C30-64 mechanical compressor 

driven mechanically from the engine shaft. Operating characteristics of the 

compressor was introduced to the model based on a map from the manufacturer 

(“Rotrex Technical Datasheet C30 Range”, 2018). In addition, an air-to-air 

intercooler was used to improve the filling of the engine with a fresh charge 

behind the compressor. The scavenging model defined as scavenging efficiency 

as a function of the delivery ratio was introduced based on literature data (Blair, 

1996). Figure 5 shows the defined scavenging model in cylinder settings window. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Scavenging model defined in cylinder settings window in AVL BOOST program  
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In addition, inlet and outlet ports characteristics were introduced based on the 

engine design assumptions. 

 

 

3. RESEARCH PLAN 

 

During the tests, the influence of the injection timing on the performance of 

the analyzed engine (power, specific fuel consumption, mean cylinder pressure) 

was examined. The moment of the beginning of combustion depends on the 

injection timing, therefore the value of the angle at which the start of combustion 

(SoC) occurs is taken as the parameter. The tests were performed for a rotational 

speed of n = 4000 rpm and an air-fuel ratio equal to AFR = 24.5 kg air / kg fuel. 

The SoC parameter varied from –10 ° to +10 ° relative to TDC, every 2°.  

The defined measuring points are shown in Fig. 6. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Defined measuring points in Case Explorer window in AVL BOOST program  

 

 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

As a result of the performed calculations, the effective power N (Fig. 7), the 

value of specific fuel consumption ge (Fig. 8) and the mean cylinder pressure as 

a function of crank angle (Fig. 9) were obtained for defined measurement points. 

The results of calculations are presented in Table 2. 
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      Tab. 2. Calculation results 

SoC (°) N (kW) ge (g/kWh) pmax (MPa) α(pmax) (°) 

–10 84.85 222.05 17.62 5 

–8 85.83 219.35 16.70 6 

–6 86.31 217.91 15.77 7 

–4 86.29 217.56 14.73 8 

–2 85.52 218.48 13.65 9 

0 85.19 219.74 12.62 11 

2 83.85 222.49 11.54 12 

4 82.41 226.06 10.54 14 

6 80.45 230.66 9.54 15 

8 78.64 235.82 9.39 0 

10 76.66 241.85 9.39 0 

 

 
Fig. 7. Effective power as a function of SoC 

 

The effective power has the highest value equal to 86.31 kW and 86.29 kW 

respectively for SoC = –6° and SoC = –4° angles. As the SoC angle increases  

or decreases, the effective power decreases. for an angle greater than SoC = 0°, 

the decrease is rapid. 
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Fig. 8. Specific fuel consumption as a function of SoC [source: own study] 

 

The specific fuel consumption has the smallest value equal to 217.91 g/kWh 

and 217.56 g/kWh for SoC = –6 ° and SoC = –4 ° respectively. With the increase 

or decrease of the SoC angle, the specific fuel consumption increases. 

 

 

Fig. 9. The mean pressure in 2nd cylinder as a function of the crank angle  

for selected values of the SoC angle 

 

As the value of the SoC angle decreases, the maximum pressure value pmax 

increases and the area under the plot increases (the indicated work increases). 

For positive values of the SoC angle, the indicated work decreases, whereas for 

the large values of this angle (10°) the second peak of pressure appears, which 

indicates an incorrect combustion process. The maximum pressure for the angle 

of SoC = –4° is for the crank angle CA = 128°, and therefore 8° for the TDC  

of the piston. 
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On the basis of the cylinder pressure as a function of crank angle, the 

maximum pressure value pmax and the angle of occurrence of the maximum 

pressure after the TDC of the piston α(pmax) were read from the defined 

measurement points (Fig. 10). For SoC = 8° and SoC = 10°, the value of α(pmax) 

was 0, because in these cases there were two pressure peaks, the highest  

of which corresponded to the compression pressure in the TDC of the piston. 

 

 

Fig. 10. Maximum cylinder pressure and the angle of occurrence of the maximum pressure 

after the TDC as a function of SoC angle  

 

For reasons of strength of the crank and piston system, the maximum 

cylinder pressure should not exceed a certain limit value. Based on the design 

assumptions of the engine design, its value was assumed at 13 MPa. The value 

of the maximum pressure in the cylinder of the tested engine decreases with the 

increase of the value of the start of combustion angle (Fig. 10). It follows that 

the SoC angle for the engine under test should not be less than 1°, so as not to 

exceed the set maximum pressure limit in the cylinder. As the value of the SoC 

angle increases, the angle of occurrence of the maximum pressure after TDC of 

the piston α(pmax) increases. 
 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The fuel injection process depends on the injection timing and the combus-

tion process. These processes have a significant impact on the engine performance. 

In addition, the injection timing translates into the moment of the start of combus-

tion SoC, which determines the moment of rapid pressure increase in the cylinder. 

The calculations made it possible to analyze how the start of combustion SoC 

(and thus indirectly the injection timing) affects the effective power N,  

the specific fuel consumption ge and the mean cylinder pressure p as a function 

of the crank angle. In addition, the limit value of SoC angle for the tested engine 

was specified. 
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For an optimum SoC angle value, the effective power generated reaches its 

maximum, while the specific fuel consumption assumes the minimum value. 

The optimum SoC angle for the designed engine ranges from –6° to –4°. For the 

SoC angle –4°, the effective power is approximately 86.29 kW, and the specific 

fuel consumption is 217.56 g/kWh. However, as the SoC angle decreases,  

the maximum pressure in the cylinder increases. This pressure should not exceed 

the permissible value resulting from the strength properties of the crank-piston 

system. It follows that the SoC angle for the designed engine should not be less 

than –1°. 
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Abstract 

Aircraft structures are designed to mainly consist of integral elements which 

have been produced by welding or riveting of component parts in technologies 

utilized earlier in the production process. Parts such as ribs, longitudinals, 

girders, frames, coverages of fuselage and wings can all be categorized  

as integral elements. These parts are assembled into larger assemblies  

after milling. The main aim of the utilized treatments, besides ensuring  

the functional criterion, is obtaining the best ratio of strength to con-

struction weight. Using high milling speeds enables economical manu-

facturing of integral components by reducing machining time, but it also 

improves the quality of the machined surface. It is caused by the fact that 

cutting forces are significantly lower for high cutting speeds than for 

standard machining techniques. 
 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Aeroplane structures are exposed to many loads during their working lifespan. 

Every particular action made during a flight is composed of a series of air 

movements which generate various aeroplane loads. One rigorous requirement 

which modern aeroplane structures must meet is that they be of high durability 

and reliability. This requirement involves taking many restrictions into account 

during the aeroplane design process. The most important factor is the structure’s 
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overall mass, which has a crucial impact on both utility properties and cost-

effectiveness. This makes aeroplanes one of the most compound results of modern 

technology.  

Almost every currently produced aeroplane structure, or to be more precise, 

aeroplane core structure, is manufactured as a thin-walled composition which 

perfectly meets the requirements concerning the structure’s mass minimisation. 

Some compositions have coverages reinforced with longitudinal and transverse 

elements which provide the required stiffness and strength of the whole 

composition. Local buckling of the coverage is allowed under load conditions,  

but exceeding the critical load levels of the elements such as frames or long-

itudinals virtually guarantees the structure’s destruction. 

The methodology mentioned above forces constant improvements in both 

design methods and aeroplanes’ structural solutions. Development of material 

science and technological processes allows for the fabrication of geometrically 

compound integral structures. These structures enable the utilization of material 

characteristics in a more reasonable way, and also a significant increase in their 

core structure mechanical properties. The most important advantage of using  

the integral structures is the costs saving from the reduction or elimination of 

assembly operations. 

Close-ribbed covering elements increase strength parameters and reduce  

the weight of the core structure. It is possible to achieve a structure with significantly 

higher critical loads by reducing covering thickness and simultaneously,  

by implementing adequately close-packed and stiffened longitudinal elements.  

As a result, more beneficial gradients and stress distribution will also be obtained, 

which directly increase the structure’s fatigue life (Lundblad, 2002). 

The machining of thin-walled elements generates a lot of technological issues 

related to deformation and elastic and plastic displacements of the workpiece. Due 

to displacements of the milled workpiece, vibrations can occur, and thus, geo-

metric errors may surface in the structure of the workpiece. Furthermore, plastic 

deformation can also cause shape problems and be a source of internal stresses  

in the surface layer, which are very difficult to remove and lead to deformation  

of the workpiece after machining. Consequently, this leads to an increase in the 

manufacturing costs of machining operations, especially of thin-walled elements, 

due to shortages and increased manufacturing time. 

It is recommended that multiple methods for minimizing machining errors be 

utilized to improve the quality of thin-walled elements, such as: 

 optimization of the machining strategy, 

 increasing the cutting speed vs, 

 optimization of cutting parameters, especially feed per tooth fz and the 

thickness of the cut layer ae due to the minimization of the cutting force 

component perpendicular to the surface of the milled wall (Mativenga  

& Hon, 2005). 
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In the aviation industry, the geometry of an aircraft is designed according to 

the laws of aerodynamics. Then, the particular aircraft assemblies, subassemblies 

and parts are designed on the basis of the developed geometry. The designer has 

a limited area to design a part within, and he/she needs to conform it within  

the constraints of that area using the best (the highest) strength-to-weight ratio. 

The strength-to-weight ratio is the basis for selecting material types to be used  

in the construction of the aircraft. The parts are designed and the appropriate 

material types (aluminium, titanium, steel, composite) are selected depending  

on the loads which occur in the aircraft. Full block material, a forging, or a casting 

is used for blanks. The most commonly used materials for aircraft constructions 

are composites, aluminium alloys, and titanium alloys. In recent years, high 

competition in the aviation industry has caused very rapid development of modern 

manufacturing processing. Currently, a lot of aircraft parts are manufactured 

”ready-made” from the full quantity of the material. The integral aircraft parts 

typically require removal of up to 95% of the material over the course of the pro-

duction process. In order to realise such large volume machining processes,  

it is ncessary that highly efficient methods be used so that production can be cost-

effective. High Speed Milling technology makes this possible. Moreover,  

the manufactured parts are homogenoeus and have better physical properties.  

The lack of riveted joints results in a lighter part structure with a higher strength-

to-weight ratio (Adamski, 2010). A comparison of the ”buy-to-fly” ratio (the total 

weight of the purchased materials to the part mass of the finished aircraft) of some 

aircraft elements is presented in Table 1. 
 
       Tab. 1. A comparison of ”buy-to-fly” ratios for various manufacturing technologies 

Manufacturing technology type „Buy-to–fly„ ratio 

Machining from the forged block  30 : 1 

Machining from the sections 12 : 1 

Die forgings 8 : 1 

Laser machining 3 : 1 

Form casting 1.4 : 1 

Pressure die-casting  1.2 : 1 

Additive Manufacturing 1.2 : 1 

 

The results show that the High Speed Milling technology is one of the most 

material-consuming methods, resulting in a high percentage of material turned 

into chips. However, the remaining advantages, especially the reduction of the part’s 

production time resulted in further development of this technology. For instance, 

the manufacturing time of an F-15 aircraft’s aerodynamic brake has been reduced 

from about 3 months to 12 hours. An analysis of HSM technology usage in the 

aviation industry requires consideration of technical and economic factors 

significantly influencing the application of this method. The most important of 

these are: 
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 Market requirements – increasing market competition presents greater 

challenges. Shortening procurement deadlines and reducing costs makes 

the HSM an effective tool to meet the demands of tightening procurement 

deadlines and cost reduction programs. 

 Materials – implementing new materials (which are more difficult for 

machining) increases the need for developing new machining solutions. 

 Quality – the requirement of parts and product quality influencens safety 

and this is caused by competition. Implementing HSM offers many new 

solutions in this field, for example reducing manual machining. 

 Production process – implementing HSM techniques causes a shortening of 

the production cycle by decreasing the number of operations and sim-

plifying logistics. 

 Design and development – HSM technology enables rapid implementation 

of new products by linking HSM technology and the design process. 

 Product complexity – increasing demands relating to the functions of products, 

especially in the aviation industry, forces their accuracy and shape complexity, 

which can be ensured with the highly efficient HSM technology. 

 Manufacturing capabilities – implementing CAD/CAM systems related to 

HSM technology increases the manufacturing capabilities of companies 

making them more competitive on the market. 

The main effect of implementing HSM is a significant reduction in machining 

time. Additional effects from using HSM are: 

 Simplified mounting, 

 Lower cutting forces, 

 More clean tool edges (lack of build-up on edges), which results in fewer 

deformations during the machining process, 

 Smoother surfaces – a finishing machining is not required, 

 Less wear on tools.  

 

The CAM systems not only generate a tool path but are also used for its 

verification and optimization in order to reduce the error amount, possibly even 

to zero. The nature of the aviation industry is small-volume production which 

requires flexibility even at the stage of technological production preparation 

where the integrated CAD and CAM systems are especially useful. 

The planning strategy for machining of thin-walled compound structures used 

in the aviation industry requires taking into account both the principles 

recommended for CNC machine programming and also the specific features of 

thin-walled structures with a high ratio of wall height to wall thickness, especially 

when using HSM. For HSM technology, it is important to choose an appropriate 

machining strategy, especially for smooth aircraft thin-walled structures such as 

frames, ribs, etc. In those cases, the typical parameter is the wall’s ratio of height-

to-wall thickness. Three cases can be distinguished: 
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 low height-to-thickness ratio < 15:1, 

 moderate height-to-thickness ratio < 30:1, 

 high height-to-thickness ratio > 30:1. 

 

This ratio reflects the elastic stiffness of the workpiece and, consequently,  

the deformations which occur during machining. In order to reduce wall bending, 

the appropriate number of tool passes needs to be used. Moreover, the time of tool-

workpiece contact needs to be reduced by using high cutting speeds and a low 

ratio of cutting depth ap to cut layer width ae. The stability of the tool and the 

machined wall has a great impact in the process. Milling in reverse should be used 

in the case of less rigid support of the thin-walled object. For a height-to-weight 

ratio < 15:1, only one side of the wall should be machined in non-overlapping 

passes. Milling needs to be repeated for the opposite side and the allowance needs 

to be left for finishing machining (Kuczmaszewski, Pieśko & Zawada-Michałowska, 

2017). 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The aim of the technological and geometric research studies was the aircraft 

frame, made of an aluminium alloy 7075 (EN 10204) with a chemical composition 

as follows: Al 89.72%, Cu 0.09%, Mn 0.11%, Mg 1.6%, Zn 0.03%, Si+Fe 2.5%. 

The mechanical properties of the 7075 T6 alloy measured in the temperature of 

21°C for a velocity tensile of 0,001 s-1 are as follows: tensile strength Rm = 562 MPa, 

yield strength Rp0,2 = 518 MPa, Young’s modulus E = 71,7 GPa, Poisson’s ratio 

ν = 0,33, elongation = 13 %, and hardness = 180 HV1 (Fig. 1). Two 60 x 1190 x 

1215 mm blocks with a total weight of 243kg were used as semi-finished products 

and were delivered in a solution state. 
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Fig.1  Stress-strain curve for aluminium alloy 7075 

The overall dimensions of the workpiece were 1012 x 1354 x 55.8 mm.  

The walls were 1, 2 and 3 mm thick. The largest free flat surfaces (without ribs) 

were 393 x 385.4 x 1 mm. The ratio of the ribs height to its thickness h/g was  

in the range of 10–12.9. The passes radiuses between the walls and the ribs were 2 mm. 

The frame was machined by the two DMU 75 machines (roughing). The machining 

was performed simultaneously at the two machines using different manufacturing 

technologies. The roughing was done with a spindle rotational speed of n = 15000 rpm 

and this was intended to prepare the machining datum surfaces for subsequent 

operations. The workpiece was mounted to the machine table by pressure clamps.  

The machining was performed in two phases: shaping and finishing. Two 

workpieces were machined simultaneously on the two machines, while the sym-

metrical and asymmetrical machining of the pockets were used. In the first case, 

the frame pockets were oriented symetrically to the workpiece axis and they were 

machined in an alternate way. For asymmetrical machining, the pockets were 

milled alternately in relation to the symmetrical axis of the frame. For such treatment, 

integral deformations of the frame were estimated after the machining process. 

Manufacturing of the double-sided frame pockets required preparing the ma-

chining bases and the bases needed to set and mount the workpiece on the milling 

machine. Therefore, a flange with cylindrical holes was made from the semi-

finished material. The flange was a machining datum surface and the holes 

enabled mounting of the workpiece on the machine table (Fig. 2). Those bases 

were removed in the final frame machining operation after being done ”on the ready”. 
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According to the assumptions of the construction documentation, the linear 

dimensions tolerance of the frame is determined by the norm BN-85/3813-79 – 

Deviations of non-tolerated dimensions, shape and location for aviation products. 

For the frame walls, the tolerances are: 

g = 1–3mm, the deviations are: 0; 0.25 mm 

For the rib height: 

h = 20–25.8 mm, the deviations are: 0; –0.52 mm  

For the overall dimensions: 

1012 x 1354 mm, the dimensions are: 0; –2.6 mm 

 

 

Fig. 2. The frame mounting by technological bases and additional holes  

during the pocket machining 

Mechanical machining of the frame was performed in two stages: pre-

machining and finishing. A number of passes in all cases was determined by the wall 

dimensions and the axial cutting depth. The basic requirement in the machining 

process was to ensure as little deformation of the ribs as possible and also ensuring 

appropriate surface roughness during the finishing machining. In the machined 

frame, 2 mm finishing allowances were used for large face surfaces and about 0.2 mm 

on the ribs walls with a thickness of 1–3 mm. In order to reduce the wall 

deformation, the contact time between the tool and the workpiece had to be 

shortened. It was obtained by using high speed cutting (high tool rotational 

speeds). The subsequent treatment which ensured high machining precision of 

smooth frame walls (the height-to-thickness ratio was approximately 13) was to 

maintain a proper machining strategy. The most effective strategy was alternate 

pocket machining with the change of machining sides and with machining to  

the same levels in each pocket. During machining of thin walls it is recommended 

to mill in reverse. 
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For the most reasonable cutting parameters, shank cutters with sintered carbide 

pads were used and the variable depths and widths of the milled layer were also 

used. The parameters are presented in Table 2. The best results of the cutting 

process efficiency were obtained using the Φ16 mm cutter and the lowest surface 

roughness and waving were obtained using the Φ8mm cutter. 

 
Tab. 2.  The cutting parameters used during the frame machining 

No. 

Cutter 

diameter 

Φ mm 

Cutting 

speed 

νc m/min 

Cutting 

depth 

ap  mm 

Cut layer 

width 

ae mm 

Feed rate fz 

mm/tooth 

1. 6 250 1 0.05–0.075 0.03 

2. 8 300 2 0.05–0.075 0.055 

3. 16 350 5 0.05–0.075 0.07 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

It can be stated that the implemented technology can be used for thin-walled 

structures manufacturing where the chips mass can be up to 95% of the initial 

material. It should be emphasized that the frame weight is 3.85 kg. As a result of 

the machining, the frame compatible with the structural documentation was 

obtained (Fig. 3).  

The weight of the finished frame was 3.15 kg and the weight of the initial 

material was 243 kg, so the product weight was 1.3% of the initial material. 98.7% 

of the semi-finished material was changed into chips. Therefore, the ”buy-to-fly” 

ratio (weight of the initial material to the weight of the final product) was 77.1. 

The maximum contact time between a cutter and a workpiece during the milling 

process was: a) 𝑡 = 3,75 ∗ 10−3𝑠; b) 𝑡 = 6,38 ∗ 10−4𝑠. 
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Fig. 3. The finished frame after mechanical machining (shaping) 

The frame was optically measured by the GOM scanner in order to verify its 

shape, dimensions, and spatial displacements (Fig. 4, Fig. 5). This research 

allowed to determine linear dimensions of the particular frame elements and to 

create digital and contour maps showing the frame stereometry. Those maps 

mostly allowed evaluation of the deformation potential of the large frame surface. 

The deformations can be caused by internal stresses generated in the structure 

during mechanical processing (Shih &Yang, 1993; Shet & Deng, 2003). 

The dimensions analysis shows that the deviations of the linear dimensions fall 

within the predicted tolerances. The block is mainly deformed towards the shorter 

axis of symmetry and the displacements are symmetrical towards the longer axis 

of symmetry. The highest relative displacement values are 0.57 mm. The GOM 

scanner ensures the precise measurements with a margin of error of +/– 0.25 mm. 

However, this method shows in a reliable way what deformations should be 

expected in the machining of products of a similar structure. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 4. The maps of the linear dimensions and displacements of the frame elements  

after the mechanical machining: a) top side, b) bottom side 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 5. The maps of the linear dimensions and displacements of the frame elements  

after the mechanical machining 

For a precise evaluation of the ribs’ wall thicknesses, which are the most 

significant when considering construction strength, they were measured using  

a micrometer. The measurements were done at the ribs’ points which were expected 

to be the most vulnerable to deformations during machining. The measurements 

were done at the base of the rib and at the top. The layout of the measurement 

points is presented in Figure 6, while the measurement results are presented  

in Table 3.  
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Fig. 6. The measurement points layout (the part after finishing) 

Tab. 3. Thickness dimensions of the particular frame walls 
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1. 2.00 2.02 11 3.01 3.01 21 2.01 2.02 

2. 2.01 2.02 12 2.05 2.01 22 2.05 2.02 

3. 2.01 1.95 13 2.01 2.01 23 1.99 2.00 

4. 1.95 2.02 14 2.01 2.01 24 1.05 – 

5. 2.00 2.02 15 2.00 2.02 25 1.07 – 

6. 2.05 2.00 16 2.00 2.00 26 1.06 – 

7. 1.96 1.95 17 2.00 2.00 27 2.00 2.02 

8. 1.95 1.96 18 1.98 – 28 2.00 2.01 

9. 2.00 2.05 19 2.00 – 29 2.01 2.02 

10. 3.01 3.01 20 1.95 – 30 2.01 2.01 

 

  In order to estimate the shape, dimensions and spatial displacements of the 

frame as a finished subassembly, it was checked on a control device which is used 

to control the frames currently used in the aircraft (Fig. 7). The research has 

proved that the frame dimensions fall within the tolerances predicted in the 

technical documentation. The dimensions also conformed to the norm BN-

85/3813-79, which is used for verifying non-tolerated deviations, shape, and location 

for aviation products. 
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Fig. 7. The finished frame mounted in the device used for checking the aircraft frames 

4. FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 The use of High Speed Milling technology for machining of thin-walled 

aircraft frames is possible due to the precision of the workpiece and the machining 

capabilities of the 7075 aluminium alloys. Appropriate cutting parameter selection 

ensures good surface roughness and waviness. 

 In the case of the walls machining having a height-thickness ratio of less than 

15, the influence of the structure deformation on the workpiece’s dimensional 

precision is not important and it falls within the tolerance of the milling machine. 

For larger walls slenderness, this influence starts to be visible and needs to be mini-

mized by the cutting speed selection (feed rate, cutting depth). 

 Providing dimensional-shape precision during the machining requires an appro-

priate selection of the technological bases and the mounting method of the work-

piece. In compound spatial structures some additional bases ensuring mounting 

stiffness should be implemented and then removed during the final operations. 

 The final HSM technology application allows the producer to reduce the work-

piece machining time. The manufacturing time of the frame (including software 

preparation) is 320 hours. The frame manufacturing time can be reduced to 15 hours 

in the series production by using the proven control program and the experience 

gained during the prototype manufacturing. The roughing time of the frame  

is about 18 hours, and the finishing is about 5 hours, which overall takes about  

23 hours to manufacture the frame using the HSM technology. When comparing 

the HSM method to conventional machining methods, it needs to take about  

141 hours to manufacture the frame by conventional milling. 
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 The completed part is an integral construction replacing the current methods 

of manufacturing the same element by plastic processing of individual parts  

(30 or more parts) and then joining them by fasteners. The overall manufacturing 

time of individual elements of the frame was more than 6 times more hours than  

the manufacturing time of the proposed HSM method. Simultaneously with the benefits 

resulting from the reduction of the manufacturing time of the frame, the benefit  

of the proposed technology is also the quality and accuracy of the manufacturing 

as well as the roughness class of the surfaces. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents the results of testing of a complex electromechanical 

system model. These results have been obtained for accepted in simu-

lations the method of identifying an inertia moment of reduced masses on shaft 

of induction motor drive during the changes of a backlash zone width.  

The effectiveness of correct diagnostic conclusions enables coefficients anal-

ysis of testing signals wavelet expansion as well as weights of a supervised 

learning neural network. The earlier fault detection of five important state 

variables, which describe physical quantities of chosen complex electro-

mechanical system has been verified for its correctness during the backlash 

zone width monitoring in the early stage of its gradual rise. The proposed 

here algorithm with mass inertia moment changes has proved to be an effective 

diagnostic method in the area of system changeable dynamic conditions 

and this has been shown in the resulting changes of backlash zone width. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Diagnostics of electromechanical processes deals with the identification  

of changes in their states, what has been presented in the form of a sequence  

of intentional actions performed by means of the set of available machines  

and devices for a fixed period of time. After exceeding a certain value, the da-

mage must be detected and identified. A diagnostic algorithm must detect and identify 
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in a relatively short time a fault that occurs early in the development phase 

(Korbicz, 2002). In mechanical connections containing backlashes, non-linear 

resilient-absorbing elements or damaged bearings – it is necessary to classify 

signals simultaneously in the time domain and depending on frequencies using 

transformation methods, to be able to study its spectral properties (Duda, 2007). 

The adaptive, time-frequency distribution of signals waveform processing has  

a number of important, scalable properties, relating both to time and to frequency, 

analyzing the relationship between the function being studied and its trans-

formation coefficients (Doniec, 2010). 

During the period of the last several decades more and more scientific works 

have been appearing in the literature presenting methods of industrial structures 

damage diagnostics using a time-frequency analysis and neural networks. It is 

worthy to mention some of them: 
 presentation of diagnostics of various types of faults of induction motor 

by means of packet wavelet analysis (Kowalski, 2006), 

 presentation of a new detection technique and the method of classifying 

faults of induction motors by means of current and dispersed stator stream 

analysis (Ishkova & Vitek, 2016), 

 using a discrete wavelet transform of the current stator envelope for de-

tection of spiral short circuits in an induction motor, in the initial phase of 

failure (Wolkiewicz & Kowalski, 2015), 
 application of statistical features of wavelet distribution coefficients to a neural 

network training, using a backpropagation algorithm (Yayakumar, Thangavel 

& Elango, 2015), 

 detection of a stator winding fault, using a combination of a wavelet 

transform and a neuro-fuzzy identifier (Farronato et al., 2005). 
 

 

2.  METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH OF THE DIAGNOSTIC 

ALGORITHM FOR FAULT IDENTIFICATION 
 

Diagnostic tests have been carried out for the nominal conditions of an induction 

motor whose model has been built in a stationary coordinate system related  

to the stator (model α, β, 0). It is assumed that the load of the induction motor is 

a working machine of the form of a dynamic mass-absorbing-resilient element. 

Figure 1 shows in a simplified form a diagram of the connection of a working 

machine with the induction motor. The tested width of the backlash zone occurs 

between the rod of the induction motor drive and a working machine drive 

wheel. The backlash results from the line slip of the dynamic-absorbing-resilient 

dynamic element on the surface of the working machine drive wheel. 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the dynamic mass-absorbing-resilient element, which has been connected 

to the used in the tests induction motor. The diagram shows the inertia moment  

of the masses reduced on the motor shaft 
 

The tests have been carried out within the MATLAB / Simulink environment, 

using the following parameters of the induction motor (parameters of its sub-

stitute circuit are expressed in relative units): circuit stator relative resistance  

rs = 0.059 [Ω], circuit rotor relative resistance rw = 0.048 [Ω], relative reactance 

of the dispersion circuit stator xs = 1.92 [Ω], relative reactance of the dispersion 

circuit rotor xw= 1.92 [Ω], relative reactance of the dispersed circuit xm= 1.82 [Ω],  

w = xs * xw – xm * xm = 0.374, mechanical time constant Tm = 0.86 [s]. 
 

 

3.  IDENTIFICATION TESTS OF THE INERTIA MOMENT VALUES  

IN THE ELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEM CONTAINING 

VISCOUS FRICTION 
 

The tests have been carried out in four test groups, with the following four 

different values of apparent viscosity coefficient ƞk: 0.0125 [Pa.s 1
n ],  

0.025 [Pa.s 1
n ], 0.0375 [Pa.s 1

n ] i 0.05 [Pa.s 1
n ]. Each test group contained six 

cases with different backlash zone width values. Results of simulations for all 

physical quantities and for every case of change of inertia moment of reduced 

masses and connected stiffly with the induction motor drive rotor Js – have been 

written in the matrix M[7,2048]. Elements of the matrix M have been written for 

each consistency coefficient value ƞk (i.e. for apparent viscosity). Value of  

an inertia moment Js have been determined as the percentage in relation to its 

nominal value Js, up with value A% and down with value C%. Formal changes 

of inertia moment Js have been written in matrix "moments" in the following 

order: moments = [nominal value of inertia moment (Js = 0.862), A=2.5%  

(Js = 0.884), A=5% (Js = 0.905), A=8% (Js = 0.932), A=21% (Js = 1.045), C=2.5 % 

(Js = 0.841), C=5% (Js = 0.819)]. 
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In each of the six cases of changes of backlash zone width have been carried 

out simulation tests for seven inertia moment Js values. The backlash zone width 

values have been taken in sequence from the epsilon matrix, in the following 

order: epsilon = [0.0025, 0.00375, 0.005, 0.0075, 0.009, 0.01]. All tests have 

been carried out for the creep index n1 value equal 0.93. 
The wavelet type and its order has been selected in such a way that the shape 

of the basic wavelet approximately would be adequate to the character of  

the transient course of the tested physical quantity, obtained as a result of a sim-

ulation for the case of the smallest backlash value. Based on the carried out tests 

the following selections of wavelets have been made for individual physical 

variables, with decomposition level 10: 
a) linear acceleration of the induction motor drive as – sym5,  
b) electromagnetic moment of the induction motor drive mel – db6,  
c) angular speed of the induction motor drive rotor s – sym5,  
d) linear acceleration of a mass ac – db6,  
e) linear speed of a mass vc – sym5. 
 

In these simulation tests, it has been assumed that the process of the electro-

mechanical system dynamics testing in the backlash zone starts when the expression 

specified in the left part of the following inequality (1) is smaller than the right 

part of the below inequality: 

 

6..2,1;
)(

21
 i

r

i
epsilon

 ,       (1) 

 

where:  r – radius of the drive wheel of a working machine [m], 
  epsilon(i)– value that has been taken sequentially from the "epsilon" 

matrix and corresponding to the given backlash value in mechanical 

connection, 
  i – index number within the "epsilon" matrix. 

 

The location change angle 1 for rod masses of the induction motor drive 

[rad/s] has been calculated using the formula: 
r

x
1

1
 , and the location change 

angle 2 of the dynamic mass-absorbing-resilient element mass [rad/s], has been 

calculated using the formula: 
r

c
x


2

 , where xc and x1 – are linear distances,  

the first done by mass of the dynamic mass-absorbing-resilient element [m],  

and the second - done by rod mass of the induction motor drive [m]. 
After satisfying the condition determined by inequality described by formula 

(1) the load moment of dynamic mass-absorbing-resilient element is set to zero 

in the tested electromechanical system. For all tested physical quantities the matrix M 
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has contained 2048 samples chosen starting from the moment of obtaining 

backlash zone. Figure 2 presents the example of a course of the tested signal of 

the induction motor driver linear acceleration as in a backlash zone. 
Samples chosen according to the scheme presented on figure 2 have been 

written in sequence to the matrix M for each executed simulation for a given 

backlash zone width. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Testing dynamics of the induction motor drive linear acceleration as in a backlash 

zone, carried out during selected time range choices (samples of the tested signal) 
 

3.1.  Processing of the three-layer neural network learned by the Levenberg-

Marquardt algorithm with the use of a backpropagation method 
 

Algorithm of a one-way neural network taught by means of the Levenberg-

Marquardt algorithm using a backpropagation method and the cascade connections 

structure in this network – enables obtaining fast convergence at the relatively 

low computational complexity. In subsequent epochs of the network learning,  

if the calculated error value is smaller than the error in the previous (starting) 

point, then the coordinates of the new point will determine a new starting point 

with a corresponding set of weights that would have the ability to approximate 

the optimal parameters of the learned network. 

Applied in the test neural network has contained three layers. To obtain the 

most profitable results of identification of backlash zone width in chosen 

physical quantities signals tests – an important element was to determine the number 

of neurons in the input layer, which represents the first layer of the applied neural 

network.  

To obtain the appropriate number of samples, which determine input values 

as well as the proper output values of the neural network, there have been made 

many series of simulations and observations of results using different number of 

samples, which have been written in the matrix M. Finally, after the simulation 

tests execution, the last 400 samples have been chosen from the matrix M  

and have been written in a separate matrix M1. In every case considered in the entire 

this section the value of the consistency coefficient ƞk used in tests equals to 0.025. 

The same variables, which are used in many formulas, when their meaning stays 

the same, then it is explained only once during their first occurrence. 
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In case of all tested physical quantities every input value X in the first layer 

of the neural network has been transformed to the [h2, k2] range of normalized 

values of the matrix M1 according to the formula: 
 

      
  >e;=a;h+hk

hk

hM
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a,e

(a) 1,601,2,...,40222

11

111
















 
(2) 

 

where: M1  – values of the matrix M1, registered for testing in which 

consistency’s coefficient ƞk = 0.025 and for assumed correct value of 

inertia moment Js, 

  h1 and k1 – the minimal and maximal value (respectively) of the matrix 

M1, for assumed correct value of inertia moment Js, 

  h2 and k2  – the initial and the final value of the range, which contains 

normalized values of the matrix M1, 

e – an index of a column’s number in the "epsilon" matrix. 
 

The set values T of the neural network have been calculated in a similar way 

as input values X of the network. A transformation to the [h2, k2] range has been 

carried out using the following formula:  
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(3) 

 

The beginning as well as the end of the range, to which values of the matrix 

M1 have been transformed – they represent the minimal (  332 min k,h=h  ) and 

the maximal (  332 max k,h=k ) values, which have been determined for the 

two compared values of h3 and k4, where h3 is the variable that has been 

determined using statistical parameters calculated for the matrix M2 rows in 

testing, and k3 is the variable determined using the difference between 

normalized median value of the tested matrix M row and the sum of values of 

variables h3 and h4. 

Therefore the value of the variable h3 has been calculated in the following 

way: 









 1

5

5
13 min m

k

h
,m=h , where: m1  is the average value of the matrix M2, h5  

is the minimal value of the matrix M2, and k5 the maximal value of the matrix M2. 

Statistical parameters m1, h5 and k5 have been calculated for matrix M2 rows 

for testing, for assumed backlash zone width. For all tested physical quantities 

values of matrix M2 contains medians of rows in matrix M3. Matrix M3 contains 

sorted in the ascending order values of rows of matrix M for testing, in which 

assumed consistency coefficient ƞk has been set to 0.025.  
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To determine the value of the parameter k3, it is necessary to perform its nor-

malization, i.e. median of matrix’s tested row M must be decreased by sum of para-

meter values h3 and h4. The normalization formula is as follows: 
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(4) 

 

where: m2 – the value of median of matrix’s tested row M , 

   m5 – the average value of matrix M5 for test,  

   m6 – the average value of matrix M6 for test.  

 

Value of the parameter h4 is determined as the following minimum: 
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For all tested physical quantities value of median m2 is calculated for values 

of matrix M4. This matrix contains sorted in the ascending order values of matrix 

M. 

Values of arithmetic means m5 and m6 were calculated for rows in matrices 

respectively M5 and M6 for testing. In case of all tested physical quantities values 

of matrices M5 and M6 are located in the range [0, 1] and represent the result of 

the normalization process of M2 matrix, carried out according to the below 

formulas: 
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(6) 

 

where: M2 –  matrix containing sorted in the ascending order values of matrix M 

rows for testing, in which consistency’s coefficient ƞk =0.025,  

  h5 and k5 – are respectively the minimal and maximal value of the matrix 

M2.  

The initial values of weights W11,W12,W21,W31 and W32 – have been calculated 

in the following way:   ,M=W i(i) 711    ,M=W i(i) 712    ,M=W ij)(i, 721  

  ,M=W i(i) 731    ,M=W i(i) 732   for indexes i,j = 1,2,...,7, where M7 – matrix 

contains maximum values of rows respectively matrix M8 as well M9. 
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Therefore values of the matrix M7 are calculated for test executed with 

consistency’s coefficient ƞk =0.025, according to the following formula: 

 

                   0482....2,1;7...2,1;max,maxmax ),(9),(87  jiMMM jijii  
(7) 

 
The initial value of W13 weight represents the arithmetic mean m7, calculated 

using M7 matrix: W13 = m7. 
Values of matrices M8 and M9 are located in the range [0, 1] and represent 

values of matrix M, have been obtained as a result of the normalization process 

of all considered physical quantities used in testing, according to the below 

formulas: 
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(9) 

 

where: h6 and k6 – are respectively the minimal and the maximal value of the matrix 

M used for testing. 

 

In executed simulations some parameters have been calculated especially 

only for testing, in which assumed consistency coefficient ƞk has been set up to 

the value 0.025. It was applied for the following parameters: h1, h3, h5, h6, k1, k5, 

k6, m1, m5 and m6. 
The initial values of matrix of biases for neural network first and hidden layer 

have been set to 1, i.e. B(f)(i)=1; f = 1,2; i =1,2,…,7, where f is the number  

of neural network layer applied in test. It has been assumed that the initial value 

of bias B3 in the output layer was also set to 1. Output signal Y1 from the first 

layer of the neural network have been calculated as follows: 

 

 ;7,...,2,100;4,...,2,1;)(1)(11)(1),(1  iaBWXY iiaia

 
(10) 

 
where B1  – is the matrix of biases in the neural network input layer. 

 

During executed tests a linearity of neurons activation function has been 

assumed. The output signals Y2 from the hidden (i.e. the second) layer of the 

neural network, have been calculated as follows: 
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where B is the matrix of biases in the hidden layer of the neural network.  

The output signals Y3 of the output layer in the neural network have been 

obtained in the similar way, as in the previous layers, i.e.: 
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(12) 

 

where B3 is the value of bias in output layer of neural network.  
 

Adaptation of weights and biases have been carried out for each epoch of 

neural network learning by means of updating values in matrix W4 , containing 

all weights and biases that have been obtained using the following formula: 

 

 

(13) 

 

Values of matrix W4 have been changed in the following way (Rusiecki, 2007): 

 

   ,931,93;1,400;1,
1

ji,44 


=j=i=a;GHW=W (i)(i)(i)

 

(14) 

 

where G – is a matrix of neural network gradient, and H – is the approximated 

Hessian matrix, applied to the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. 
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The gradient matrix G is determined according to the formula (Rusiecki, 

2007): 
 

93,,1,2,400;,1,2,  =i=a;EJ=G T
(a)

Ti)(a,(i)

 
(15) 

 

The Hessian matrix H is calculated in the following way (Rusiecki, 2007): 
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(16) 

 

where: I – identity matrix assumed as diagonal, 
  J – Jacobian matrix of neural network, 
  l – coefficient of neural network learning, and belongs to the [0,1] range. 

 

Values of the neural network Jacobian matrix J have been calculated 

according to following formula (Rusiecki, 2007): 
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where: E  – matrix containing values of the neural network errors,   
  W4 – matrix of the neural network weights and biases.     

 
In order to provide the appropriate approximation of the Hessian matrix H, 

the following diagonal identity matrix I has been was provided: 
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The coefficient of neural network learning l changes in every given epoch of 

this network learning process depending on the value of the mean square error 

(MSE) and this is shown by the below formula: 
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where: g  – the number of a given epoch of this neural network learning process, 
  l1   – the first beginning coefficient, set to 10, 
  l2   – the second coefficient set to 0.1. 

 

In the output layer of the neural network values of errors on neurons have 

been stored in matrix E. They have been calculated on the basis of the difference 

between the output values Y3 and set values T, i.e.: E(a) = (Y3(a) – T(a)), where  

a = 1, 2, …, 400. The mean square error (MSE) has been calculated according to 

the formula: 

  

400

400

1

2


=a

aE

=MSE  and compared with  , i.e. with the earlier 

experimentally assumed value, used for stopping the learning process of the neural 

network. In other words, when the condition of δ<MSE  has been satisfied,  

the neural network learning process has been finished. 

For the earlier assumed value of consistency coefficient ƞk = 0.025 and backlash 

zone width there have been created pattern matrices Ww (for every group of tests 

one matrix). Each such pattern matrix with set up earlier value of ƞk = 0.025  

and backlash zone width – was accepting changing respectively values of the inertia 

moment Js. In this way has been obtained a matrix with a dimension 7 by 7,  

and this can be expressed by the formula: 
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(20) 

 
where: h3 – is the value of the variable necessary to determine the range,  

in which would be placed calculated values of matrix X and T. 

 

In the same way, with the earlier set up a backlash zone width and for 

>e 1,6  and ,=j 1,2,...,7  it has been determined values of the matrix Wb of 

dimensions 1 by 7:    .
3

)(32

)(
h

W
W

j

jeb   

Correct identification of the value of the inertia moment in the executed test 

for every physical quantity is possible for having assumed earlier values of these 

quantities can be obtained using the values of the matrix G calculated according 

to the formula: 
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Index nr6 (for ><nr6 1,7 ) in matrix G determines the column number  

in the matrix "moments", which contains the correct value of inertia moment. 

The value of index nr6 ( ><nr6 1,7 ) for i = 1,2,...,7 in matrix G has been 

determined using the following minimum function:  .min) (i)
6

(nr G=G  

Therefore, the number i of a column in the matrix moments refers to the 

corresponding to it index nr6 (i = nr6 ). 
 

3.2.  Simulation results of the algorithm of the identification of the moment 

of inertia value while changing the width of the backlash zone  

in the electromechanical system, using a three-layer neural network 
 

In the below tables, using the bold font have been presented the resulting 

final results of calculations of the matrix G, while in the column named Test 

parameters there have been placed the assumed set up earlier values, like the 

widths of the backlash zone, adopted in the process of identifying the moment  

of inertia of the reduced masses and connected stiffly with the rotor of the 

induction motor driver. The values of the G matrix presented in the Table 1 

through 4 – are the correct results obtained finally in the process of identifying 

the fault number. Pattern matrices Ww  have been created for analyzes, and in them it 

was assumed both, the specific value of the learning coefficient l of the neural 

network, as well as the value  – as the value of the accepted error, which has 

allowed to stop the neural network learning process. On the basis of the executed 

simulations and analyzes of its results it is noticeable that obtainment of correct 

results of the identification number of a fault for all tested physical quantities is 

possible, while the following condition is satisfied: execution of a simulation 

with the neural network learning coefficient l changing within the range from 0.1 

to 0.9, with the value of  equal to 10–4, i.e. the parameter controlling  

the stopping time of the neural network learning process. Results that have been 

shown in table 1 through 4 illustrate this fact independently from the obtained 

number of epochs of the neural network processing. 
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Tab. 1. Exemplified results of tests in matrix G for angular speed of the rotor of the 

induction motor drive s 

Test parameters Results 

 

Test parameters Results 

 

 
inertia moment  

Js = 0.819,  

backlash zone = 0.0025, 

ƞk = 0.05, epochs = 7,  

l = 0.9,  = 10–5 

0.0014 

0.0032 

0.0053 

0.0084 

2.8045 

0.0007 

0.0001 

inertia moment  

Js = 0.819,  

backlash zone = 0.0025, 

ƞk = 0.05, epochs = 6,  

l = 0.9,  = 10–4 

0.0019 

0.0040 

0.0072 

0.0137 

4.8939 

0.0007 

0.0005 

inertia moment  

Js = 0.932,  

backlash zone  = 0.0075, 

ƞk = 0.0375, epochs= 7,  

l = 0.9,  = 10–5 

0.0063 

0.0053 

0.0034 

0.0004 
1.6930 

0.0070 

0.0076 

inertia moment  

Js = 0.932,  

backlash zone  = 0.0075, 

ƞk = 0.0375, epochs = 6, 

l = 0.1,  = 10–4 

0.0011 

0.0009 

0.0005 

0.0001 
3.5692 

0.0012 

0.0013 

 
Tab. 2. Exemplified results of tests in matrix G for linear acceleration of the mass ac 

Test parameters Results 

 

Test parameters Results 

 

 
inertia moment  

Js = 1.045,  

backlash zone = 0.009, 

ƞk = 0.0375, epochs = 6, 

l = 0.9,  = 10–5 

1.4902 

1.4776 

1.4566 

0.5744 

0.0864 

1.4958 

1.5023 

inertia moment  

Js = 1.045,  

backlash zone = 0.009, 

ƞk = 0.0375, epochs = 5, 

l = 0.9,  = 10–4 

4.5547 

4.5166 

4.4511 

4.2691 

0.0482 

4.5754 

4.5910 

inertia moment  

Js = 0.884,  

backlash zone = 0.01,  

ƞk = 0.0125, epochs = 7, 

l = 0.9,  = 10–5 

0.0129 

0.0052 

0.0216 

1.6877 

1.4747 

0.0254 

0.0300 

inertia moment  

Js = 0.884,  

backlash zone = 0.01,  

ƞk = 0.0125, epochs = 6, 

l = 0.1,  = 10–4 

0.0037 

0.0001 

0.0082 

0.0270 

0.0418 

0.0064 

0.0078 
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Tab. 3. Exemplified results of tests in matrix G for linear acceleration of the induction motor 

drive as 

Test parameters Results 

 
Test parameters Results 

 

inertia moment  

Js = 0.884,  

backlash zone = 0.0075, 

ƞk = 0.0125, epochs = 7,  

l = 0.9,  =10–5  

0.0526 

1.0286 

0.1911 

3.2197 

0.0094 

0.0170 

0.0023 

inertia moment  

Js = 0.884,  

backlash zone = 0.0075, 

ƞk = 0.0125, epochs = 6, 

l = 0.9, = 10–4 

0.0506 

2.2530 

1.8502 

8.0211 

0.0075 

0.0165 

0.0037 

inertia moment  

Js = 0.905,  

backlash zone = 0.009,  

ƞk = 0.05, epochs = 6,  

l = 0.9,  = 10–5 

3.5903 

3.1856 

0.6751  

10.8113 

2.6810 

2.7129 

2.6956 

inertia moment  

Js = 0.905,  

backlash zone = 0.009, 

ƞk = 0.05, epochs= 4,  

l = 0.1,  = 10–4 

3.0191  

5.2248  

0.0643  
13.9348 

3.0097  

3.0134  

3.0110 

 

Tab. 4. Exemplified results of tests in matrix G for Electromagnetic moment  

of the induction motor drive mel 

Test parameters Results 

 
Test parameters Results 

 

inertia moment  

Js = 0.841,  

backlash zone = 0.005,  

ƞk = 0.05, epochs = 7,  

l = 0.9,  = 10–5 

0.0182  

0.0454  

1.5448  

1.0588  

0.0864  

0.0011  
0.0081 

inertia moment  

Js = 0.841,  

backlash zone = 0.005, 

ƞk = 0.05, epochs = 6,  

l = 0.9,  = 10–4 

0.0198  

0.0638  

0.1773  

3.0455  

0.1373  

0.0020  
0.0101 

inertia moment  

Js = 1.045,  

backlash zone = 0.0025, 

ƞk = 0.0375, epochs = 6,  

l = 0.9,  = 10–5 

1.7720  

1.7384  

1.6812  

0.3638  

0.0269  
1.7914  

1.8023 

inertia moment  

Js = 1.045, backlash 

zone = 0.0025,  

ƞk = 0.0375, epochs = 5,  

l = 0.1,  = 10–4 

5.2338  

5.2311  

5.2255  

0.0258  

0.0063  
5.2351  

5.2363 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The presented paper describes a fault detection system containing a neural 

network trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm together with the adapting 

back error propagation method. The system has been applied to the identification 

of the inertia moment of reduced masses and connected stiffly with the induction 

motor drive rotor Js.  

The process of the identification was executed for certain time periods. These 

ranges have been obtained as the result of changes of the width of the backlash 

zone by means of time-frequency methods with the multistage decomposition  

of the signal for the complex electromechanical system, connected with a dynamic 

mass-absorbing-resilient element. 

The application of the wavelet-neuron method strongly affects the efficiency 

of the analysis of non-stationary signals in the executed researches, effectively 

limiting the dangerous consequences of appearing fault in the initial phase of its 

development. 

On the basis of the executed tests, we can notice that ensuring appropriate 

changes in parameters in a system containing non-zero backlash zones causes 

results to be much more effective in the detection and identification of the fault. 

These parameters are: coefficient of neural network learning and the fixed 

stopping value of the neural network learning process. 
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